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Dear Reader 

 

Not much to say this time around. 

 

As normal we are looking for articles to fill the pages—and 
thanks to those people like Hugh Blowers and Allan Pothe-
cary who continue to supply items for us.  Without them 
(and the Internet) the magazine would be fairly small. 

 

Talking of the Internet—the best and quickest way of get-
ting the magazine is to subscribe for the electronic version—
this is sent out as soon as the printed copy is done—but 
reaches your inbox the same day rather than wait for the 
post.  So think about this if it is time to renew. 

 

Finally—please support the events this year.  As you know a 
number are not happening—either permanently or tempo-
rarily.  Without your support even more may go. 

 

See you on the field somewhere. 

                                               Jon and Gill    
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Anyone got a spare stick of dynamite? Margate 
2011 
 
Arlington, and all those architects and town 
planners who so enthusiastically embraced his 
vision of stark concrete shopping arcades and 
similar has a lot to answer for. The Arlington Ar-
cade in Margate is a prime example of what did 
not work and is now a blot on the otherwise 
magnificent architecture of this quintessentially 
genteel English seaside town. The accompany-
ing high rise Arlington House, as well as being a 
monstrosity, provided an almost perfect wind-
break from the southerly wind. As George says 
about trees and a chain saw, so a few sticks of 
dynamite would be doing Margate a social ser-
vice and helping in their regeneration project, 
as well as giving flyers a fighting chance if the 
wind is anywhere from the south. 
 
After last year’s diabolical weather that brought 
everything to a premature halt, the eastern side 
of the country, and Margate, was basking in 
sunshine. Saturday morning did not look too 
good on the breeze front as the flags were ab-
solutely lifeless and for most of the day it was 
hard work keeping anything in the air, and for 
those in the display arena, the aforesaid tower 
block made life very difficult. Initially though, 
the breeze came in off the sea and it was not 
long before the pilot kites were in the sky and 
there was a chance to see who was about. Mar-
gate is typical of the route most festivals seem 
to have taken with an extensive list of guest fly-
ers and groups and almost no casual or club fli-
ers turning up. This was quite evident when 
George made the call for entrants for the tradi-
tional festival opener, the altitude sprint. With a 

gentle breeze 
still onshore at 
that time, the 
only takers were 
three stalwarts 
from the Beccles 
Bunch, soon 
joined, slightly 
tongue in cheek, 
by their fourth 
member with a 
George Peters 
Turtle. In this 
wind, sail area 
had to be an ad-
vantage. After 
numerous calls, 
Rolf Sturm ar-

rived, but found difficulty in even getting his 
kite into the air. So light was the breeze, that 
for the first time for a long while, the race 
started with the kites some 50ft in the air. A 
minute later, Lynn was the winner, but when 
you realise that she had not even used her en-
tire handle of Chinese issue twist, then that 
gives some idea of the lack of puff. 
 
The wind slowly changed to the forecast direc-
tion and then the fliers divided into two camps. 
The brave, who had their lifters way up and out 
to sea, and the more conservative who found 
little encouragement from the breeze coming 
over the buildings.  Mind you, there was so little 
breeze at times that the lifters were having job 
enough to lift themselves, yet alone anything 
else. The larger inflatables that were being 
flown by Andrew and Kathleen Beattie and Rolf 
Zimmerman, were often hanging limply, which 
was a great pity, as the sunshine was certainly 
bringing out the public. After the delights of the 
Henham Steam rally the previous weekend, 
Brian and Carl Wright were back to more famil-
iar territory, although Carl may not remember it 
quite so fondly? It was here last year that Carl’s 
knee finally gave up the ghost, resulting him in 
ending the festival in hospital, and losing a size-
able proportion of flying this year. Both of them 
hard to work very hard during their display, 
with zero wind low down at times causing all 
sorts of problems. The Decorators, as usual, put 
on a masterful display of Rev flying, but even 
with their exceedingly lightweight kites they 
were continually having to back up, almost to 
the full extent of the arena.  
 
From my own perspective, is a sad reflection on 
the way festivals have developed, that the 
sparred kite has been almost entirely consigned 
to history by inflatables of all sizes? This is not 
a criticism as we have several of them our-
selves, but they take design in a different direc-
tion, which seems to marginalize the more ar-
tistic of our designers and builders. No one 
could ever question the talent and skill that Rolf 
Zimmerman has demonstrated with his Lobster 
and Dragon, but will we ever see the likes of 
George Peters, Steve Brockett, Michel Gressier 
and Robert Brasington emerging onto the kite 
scene in the future? Happily, as long as there 
are art kite slots in the programme, the work of 
them and other like-minded kite artists will al-
ways be on view. To my absolute shame, I had 
managed to mislay (ie. lose) the main spar 
from one of Robert Trepannier’s wonderful 
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painted designs, but so light was the wind, it 
still flew happily with nothing more than the 
stiffness of the ripstop to keep it flat. Michel 
Gressier’s Dagues and Plumes come in a variety 
of sizes and need a little wind to fly, but will 
handle just about the strongest wind imagin-
able, and still look lovely with their flowing tails, 
graduated both in colour and material type. Ul-
rike was flying another beautiful painted image. 
This was from Canadian artist Jacques Letour-
neau and combined a simple Eddy shape with 
an ethereal face ‘vanishing into a forest’ and 
then surrounded by concentric rings of contrast-
ing graduated colour. The tails again were 
works of art with subtle patterns throughout 
their length. In contrast to the painted material 
were the very intricate geometric designs of Jan 
from Holland and Eli and Shula from Israel. 
Each kite must take untold hours of stitching to 
create these complex images.  
 
Fresh from causing chaos at Portsmouth, Rolf 
Sturm was back to parachute more bears. As 
the sea was in such close proximity, this 
seemed on the face of it to be slightly risky, but 
Rolf specialises in using ram air chutes, which 
don’t drift downwind in the same way the tradi-
tional shape does. This set the mood appropri-
ately for what was to follow. Gill and Jon always 
go out of their way to find something new or 
different for their festivals, and this year had 
brought Team Imagina over from Barcelona. 
Now Rev teams we have seen before, but quite 

why they needed a 30-minute slot, only Gill and 
Jon knew, and they weren’t telling. It started 
well enough with a couple of dynamic team rou-
tines, but then descended into theatre. What 
they then proceeded to do almost defies de-
scription, but I will do my best for those that 
were not privileged to see it. 
 
The basic principle was that one or more mem-
bers of the team would be down with the kites, 
and then the display would segue through at 
least four ‘pantomimes’. The first was a ‘ballet’ 
with a hairy chested Spaniard in a tutu (don’t 
ask), who danced with three revs in a series of 
delicate parodies of ballet moves. Next up were 
the pierrots with a silent comedy routine ac-
companied by suitable whees, whistles and 
drum clashes from the music. Still it went on, 
but this time with two harlequins who appar-
ently made the Revs obey their every com-
mand. This was amazing stuff on any level as 
attention was focussed on the kites that were 
apparently reacting entirely to what was going 
on around them, with the actual flyers seem-
ingly having no input. It was brilliant work and 
each segment was interspersed with all the fli-
ers joining back together to complete the ele-
ment as a team of four. They continued with a 
witch getting involved, but I am not quite sure I 
figured out what was going on there, before fin-
ishing off with a flourish that had them backed 
up to the very edge of the arena. 

Several of us there came from the era when in-
novative competitions were the order of the 
day, but this was incredible by any standard, 
and no worse for watching it again a second 
time the following day. It was incumbent on 
Team Spectrum and the Decorators to follow 
this, but refusing to take up the implied chal-
lenge from Andy King and George Webster, 
they gave a repeat performance of their well-
drilled routines. That was about it for the day, 
and what a wonderful day it had been to be on 
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a beach. Seven days later as I am writing this, 
there is still not a cloud in the sky and we are 
experiencing record temperatures, can’t be bad.  
 
Sunday was just as sunny and the day started 
with a bit more breeze, still from the unhelpful 
south, so pilot wars would be the order of the 
day again. The Beccles Bunch were joined by 
Kathleen Beattie for the second round of the 
sprint, but this time there were two bizarre 
choices of kites. Hugh with a Bobby Stansfield 
Celestial Navigator, with half a mile of carbon 
tube keeping it in one piece, and Kathleen with 
a 2 metre lifter, completely soft and the most 
unlikely sprinter ever. Remarkably, both these 
‘non’ sprinters were in the mix until the end, 
when George Penney’s Dan Leigh delta flying on 
fighter cotton burst into an unassailable lead. 

 
There was no too much wind, so we set off to 
visit Sue and Dave in the kite workshop, an 
event that we would not normally remark upon, 
but this time it involved a serious hike as they 
were ensconced in the luxury of the Tourist In-
formation Centre, the other side of the harbour. 
With kite displays and films being projected 
onto a large screen, this was quite the most 
magnificent kite workshop possible, especially 
when a delivery of double chocolate chip muf-
fins and coffee arrived. At this stage we decided 
to have a look at the two large sheds next door, 
and it transpired that this was the famous 
Turner Centre. At a cool £7.5 million there is a 
huge amount of empty white painted space in-
side, and not a lot of evidence of Turner. How-
ever, being about contemporary art, there was 
plenty given over to Hockney, Hurst and Emin. 
Somehow, I just don’t get the relevance of a 
photo of a chap with a Sainsbury’s chicken dan-

gling from his Y fronts, or why it should be 
worth so much? Apparently it costs £2.6 million 
a year to keep it all going, but hang on, Boots 
will do you an enlargement for a tenner, so why 
pay tens of thousands to bring a couple of pho-
tos over from Holland. There you go Andrew, 
fewer pictures of kites and more of kite fliers, 
along with items from Sainsbury’s freezer cabi 
net, and you could be a millionaire. (Remember 
who gave you the idea.) 
 
After a good tut we walked back into the sun, 
only to see every single pilot fall out of the sky, 
to be followed closely by Andrew and Kathleen’s 
maxi Manta, which turned over and dived into 
its natural environment, the sea. Perhaps it was 
looking for George’s mermaid? By the time we 
were back to the arena, some sort of order was 
restored, although there would be constant ses-
sions of untangling and retrieval throughout the 
rest of the day. Volker Holberg must have 
something of a record for the number of times 
his pilots went AWOL and into the sea. Kathleen 
got it wet yet again, dragging their pilot out of 
the dill. In the middle of all the fun were Irene 
Theo and Jon Tan with their never-ending line 
of Gummy 
bears and 
Robert Van-
Weers with an 
assortment of 
monkeys and 
fish. Making 
use of the side 
of the arena 
and the beach 
when the tide 
went out were 
a large contin-
gent from Bel-
gium, includ-
ing long time 
supporters of 
English festi-
val, Jos and 
Kaatje Valke 
and Ivo and 
Jazzy. Ivo 
goes in for 
multiples in a 
big way and 
had a very 
nice line of 
bears up on 
Sunday. A 
newcomer was 
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Koen Lauwreins (hope the spelling is OK) He 
works very much in Ivo’s style, with lots of 
smaller inflatables, including several variations 
on the mask type kite. 
 
George Webster is of the opinion that Rolf’s 
dragons are the finest examples of kite design 
and making that exist, and it would be difficult 
to argue that point. The Margate posters all had 
the dragon as the feature kite, so Rolf was in-
vited into the main arena to fly the ‘festival red 
dragon’. Aided and abetted by two volunteers 
from ‘somewhere near Lowestoft’, this magnifi-
cent kite, now minus its drogue and with its 
head held high was paraded for the public. 
There was hardly enough wind low down to in-
flate it, so after a couple of trips across the 
arena, it went back in its bag to be replaced by 
a version in vibrant blues, which looked lovely. 
When the wind picked up later in the day, both 
of these were put on the same line, but the Ar-
lington tower precluded, what could have been 
a magnificent sight, especially if the red and 
green one had been added as well. 

Now, there was much controversy recently 
about 9 year olds cage fighting, but that was as 

nothing compared to what happened next. After 
a fraught session of bear bunging, Rolf Sturm, 
ably assisted by Gill and Jon, embarked on a 
series of sweetie drops. The first problem was 
that the drop zone was the opposite side of the 
beach to the public, and so a marauding hoard 
of ankle biters and minders made their way 
down to the bottom end of the arena. Second 
problem was that the wind was causing the 
lifter to carve across the sky so that the drop 
zone was a movable feast, resulting in a stam-
pede each time the bag opened. You have 
never seen anything like it, absolute mayhem, 
especially when one consignment dropped into 
the area occupied by the flyers from the Low 
Countries. It was a reflection of human life and 
a demonstration of the survival of the fittest 
that there were those with enough sweets and 
lollies to make them sick for days, and those 
with nothing, and tears in their eyes. Oh for the 
days when it was eggs that were dropped! 
 
After a Rok fight with only one entry at Ports-
mouth, Margate went one better (or worse) and 
there were no takers at all, so the afternoon 
concluded with two more totally contrasting and 
enthralling Rev displays from Imagina and the 
Decorators. So, a thoroughly enjoyable festival, 
if a little frustrating on the flying front, and not 
a single hold up on the M25 or the Dartford 
crossing on the way home. Finished off the 
weekend perfectly. Still, if Margate regenerates 
Arlington House down to ground level, then it 
ain’t going to be a bad site, and with the prom-
ise that the festival should go ahead next year, 
bring it on. 

Additional Photographs courtesy of Carl Wright 
(Team Spectrum) 
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Fliers who take on the challenge of flying large 
single line soft kites at international kite events 
typically go through four stages: 
 
The first is before they start flying larger kites- 
they’re flying small framed kites and/or art kites 
when their space is invaded by some large out of 
control soft kite: 
 
“---- the arrogance of these people!!- and their 
incompetence!, they seem to think they own the 
sky, big is not better, my kites have just as much 
right to the sky as theirs have – and mine are 
much prettier, better made and fly a damned 
sight better.  And why don’t they keep these big 
kites under better control, and if they can’t then 
they should just put them back in their bags and 
let those of us who can have a chance- not that 
they’re proper kites anyway, more like just sky 
junk that can’t fly by itself- not really kites at all.-
-----“ 
 
The second is: “Well maybe I’ll just add a mid-
size or so soft kite to my set for the smaller 
events I do that don’t have any of these big kites 
that event organisers seem to always want to 
see - and maybe this will get me a few more invi-
tations.  And anyway, they can’t be difficult to fly 
compared to the stuff I fly now - no assembly, 
just pull them out, stick a pilot above, stake off 
and go sit down - but not irresponsibly like those 
guys flying the large stuff.  I keep control of my 
kites all the time, and only fly when the wind is 
suitable, and when there’s plenty of space and no 
other kites near that there could be problems 
with- and I pull down for lunch and other 
breaks.” 
 
The third is; “Well this seems to be working, ac-
tually it’s very easy when the wind is good, so 
easy that I’ve added a few more, and have now 
picked up a couple of  maxi’s as well, and I’m 
certainly getting invited to more events.  And, 
I’ve found that it is better to leave them up, be-
cause getting everything launched and settled in 
a free piece of sky can take quite a while and I 
don’t want others to take my space and anchors 
while I’m away.  It is very annoying that organis-
ers don’t seem to understand that we need an-
chors to tie off these larger kites to though - why 
don’t they ever seem to provide safe and prop-
erly spaced objects to tie to - stakes really aren’t 
safe, and I can’t travel with anything bigger.  And 
they also should compensate us for the wear and 
tear on our kites - repairs seem to be never end-
ing and start to add up-  all right for some I sup-
pose, but I’m doing all this out of my own pocket.  
I’m not going to get into trying to keep kites up 

when the wind is uncooperative though.  Kite fli-
ers who persist in doing re-launch after re-launch 
with all the inevitable tangles and trouble this 
causes just annoy other fliers- and frankly, it’s 
very hard on the kites, and not easy on me ei-
ther------.” 
 
The fourth is “--- well maybe I can now just 
about see the point of keeping stuff up in the sky 
when the wind is bad.  From the event organ-
iser’s perspective (and I'd rather like to get in-
vites to a few of the larger international events 
that I haven’t yet been to), this is when it's criti-
cal to keep as many kites as possible in the air.  
In smooth mid-range winds, all the fair weather 
fliers will have kites up anyway.  But, confiden-
tially, it’s a lot more difficult to fly these big kites 
when the wind is screwy than I realised, a never 
ending job, not easy at all.  My pilots all seem to 
lean to the left when the wind is up, and some-
time go into looping – I really should make the 
effort to learn how to tune them some day.  
When the conditions are rough, I've decided it’s 
not really worth the trouble and risks anyway - 
it’s a hobby after all and I’m in it to have fun, not 
for work.  So, when there aren’t suitable anchors 
and when the wind is difficult, or if something 
comes up that seems more interesting to do, l 
just leave my kites in their bags.  But other fliers 
really do annoy me sometimes.  When every-
thing’s nice and the wind is smooth and steady, 
they seem very reluctant to pull their kites down 
and let me have a space to fly in- very selfish----
---." 
 
End of conversation. 
 
What can I say to this except that by my view, 
putting the effort in to keep flying when condi-
tions are difficult is worthwhile.  Large single line 
kites are, to a considerable extent, the engine 
that is driving the ever growing number, size and 
success of international kite festivals.  It’s a hard 
job; sometimes there’ll be no let-up from contin-
ual untangling and re-launching for hours at a 
stretch: Physically demanding, destructive of 
kites and at times soul destroying– often unap-
preciated, occasionally even openly scorned by 
other fliers. 
 
Fliers with the skills and commitment to function 
at this level - and that do so consistently - are in 
very short supply.  We need more of them, but 
unfortunately, most kite fliers are like our con-
versationalist above - and in a way, I don't blame 
them at all - perhaps they're the sane ones. 
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Delta Graphic Rainbow 
We get gigs like a fete or country show when 
we are the only kite display team there.  It’s al-
ways good to have a few static kites and a bit of 
colour in the sky when we are not actually dem-
onstrating but by the time we have got our tent 
up, banners raised, a quick check of the wind in 
the arena followed by assembling whichever 
kites we think will fly best (plus contingencies) 
there is not a lot of time left to spend on erect-
ing and staking out single line kites. 
 
Tools for the job 
What we need are kites that are quick to put to-
gether and will stay, reliably, in the air possibly 
holding a bit of laundry aloft.  We already have 
a superb Morgan Delta in team colours as men-
tioned in a previous article (see the video on 
the Close Encounters Kite Display Team web-
site) and recently we added a couple of off the 
shelf deltas – the HQ Delta Graphic Rainbow. 
 
We were not that sure how much lift these kites 
would give nor how stable they would be. We 
looked at stability first and ordered up some 
matching 10 meter tails – there’s a loop on the 
bottom to accommodate!  Putting these kites 
together is best done flat on the ground with 
the nose pointing in to the wind (it possibly 
says that in the instructions). 
 
Packing for space 
Take note of how they are folded so that you 
can put them away the same and that way they 
don’t take up a lot of room. Every rod seems to 
have a major role in holding the rest of the kite 
together if one comes undone the whole thing 
collapses!  You need to get the leading edges 
together and slid right down to the bottom be-
fore the cross spreader goes in or you will find 
yourself starting over. Having done it a couple 
of times I can get this kite from the bag to air-
borne very quickly.  
 
VFM? 
The Delta Graphic Rainbow comes supplied with 
200ft of 150lb breaking strain line (it looks thin-
ner) and goes quietly away in as low as 4mph. 
You will get a bit of flapping and rustling in big-
ger winds and I am not sure how much faith I’d 
have over 18mph but the makers claim 5 to 
20mph. 
 
For a kite this big – it’s 3meters wide by 1½ 
meters tall - I didn’t think that it generated a lot 
of pull so I was very surprised when it didn’t 

even blink when we attached one of our large 
inflatable dogs to the line – most impressive – 
the wind was running between 6mph and 
12mph. 
 
There is quite a good video of this delta on the 
front page of the Close Encounters Kites web-
site but I didn’t get anything useable of it lifting 
anything – email me if you want to see the rub-
bish bit I did get. The kite has a nylon sail and 
is framed in 8mm fire glass – not bad value in 
my book for around fifty quid! 
 
Corner Bits 
Web site 
I would like to say thank you to all those people 
who have emailed in or collared me at festivals 
to say that they have enjoyed my little stories 
and articles in this magazine.  At some point 
over the winter I will be endeavouring to put 
most of these articles (and may be some com-
ments that the editor won’t let me get away 
with) on our web site. 
 
As I write, there are already some new videos 
to be found on the new, easier, layout of the 
front page of the site and more inside.  Hope-
fully, you will have seen the photos from the 
Portsmouth 2011 festival as taken by our offi-
cial photographer, Roger Backhouse.  We have 
had other photos sent and we have included 
these as well.  If you have some good kiting 
photos that you would like to share please send 
them to us and I will see if we can get them on 
the site. www.closeencounterskites.co.uk/
contact.html  
 
Garden Banner 
There is not much to review with the garden 
banner from HQ – it comes in several colours, 
takes a while to put together so either put it in 
your garden and transfer in one piece to the 
shed rather than breaking it down, or get it put 
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up early in the day if 
you take it to a fes-
tival or to the beach 
for the day. Once 
it’s up it looks good 
the ball on the top 
rotates and all the 
bits you need 
(except a hammer) 
are in the bag – 
probably better in a 
group of three or 
four. 
 
Grumpy 
 A Number of people 
knew that on the 
day at Portsmouth, I 
wasn’t feeling on top 
of the world.  They 
had observed that I 
was wearing gloves 
(in team colours) 
most of the time 
and was well 
wrapped up even 
when the sun shone. 
Little did I know 
that, three days 

later, I would be summoned, immediately, to 
Southampton General Hospital for a bit of major 
spine surgery. 
 
I was given some bad news in the hospital in 
that I would not be allowed to fly kites for at 
least six weeks – However, that has now 
elapsed and we are back in the sky!  I have 
been quite touched by the number of well wish-
ers who have taken time and trouble to contact 
me since – thank you!  I seem to be slowly on 
the mend now! 
 
Curry 
One of the highlights of Portsmouth for us was 
actually when it briefly rained on the Sunday.  
It is surprising how many friends you have 
when it rains and you have a big tent. This time 
was a bit different because our friend Aditya 
had brought curry and about eight of us in the 
know sat in the dry and pigged out. 
 
Whilst we were there I was reminiscing about 
the old days when we were at a fun fly at New-
bury and it chucked it down with the same sort 
of heavy stuff as we were getting then. Every-
one except Carl Robertshaw sat sheltering in 

their cars on the edge of the flying field but I 
wasn’t going to miss the chance of flying with 
him on my own, so on went the water proofs 
and out I went.  
 
”That’s the way to learn things” I told my cap-
tive audience.   Then, blow me if Carl didn’t ap-
pear in the arena and start flying in the pouring 
rain!!! 
 
“Are you going out there again now?” they all 
asked with big smirky smiles.  “No it’s OK!” I 
said “I have learned enough for today!” 
 
I was chatting with Carl later and he told me 
that his secret was good, waterproof socks! I 
mentioned about Carl in my previous “Corner” if 
anyone needs to contact him they can do so at 
carlrobertshaw@me.com  
 
T5 in Pink! 
We had a terrible second day at the Swindon 
2011 festival. The wind had moved round and 
was coming over the tall trees behind us. This 
meant there was nothing whatsoever on the 
ground, a little bit at around 10% if we could 
hoik the kites up that far and blowing an abso-
lute Hooley from tree top level and above. 

 
If you are in a 
competition or 
doing demon-
strations you 
really hate to be 
stuck with this. 
We can do con-
stant no wind 
and we can do 
steady high 
wind with the 

kites we have and we can certainly cover fluc-
tuations in the mid range. However, only high 
end, specially designed kites were going to cope 
with these tricky conditions. We noticed that 
the single line kites across the field were low in 
number, with their owners obviously liking the 
gustiness as much as us. 
 
Other Teams 
Team Flame managed very well with their Furys 
but I was more interested to watch the Airheads 
with their new T5s because their line up is com-
posed of (how can I put it?) lighter flyers less 
able to cope, physically, with the gusts and ex-
treme pulls that were up there.  True the kites 
were starting and stopping at random in the 
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freaky winds, causing a demand upon all their 
skills to complete their ballets, but at least they 
were able to stay in the air and command some 
noteworthy performances.  We went over and 
borrowed one of these kites and tried out a few 
manoeuvres curious to see if we would have 
fared better using these kites and were they 
better tools for the job? 
 
I thought they were good. They felt lighter and 
there was a bit of a learning curve in the differ-
ence of how they flew compared to the variation 
of kites we use but, importantly, Marilyn felt 
safer when the gusts kicked in and shared my 
views almost to agreeing straight away that we 
should get some on order. Now how could I tip 
her over the brink and let me speak to designer 
and manufacturer Peter Taylor – I know! – How 
about if we had some made in pink?! 
 
Actually I am just joking about that last part – 
what we really wanted was something different 
to our usual black and yellow that would really 
stand out against any sky. Take a look at the 
video on the front page of the Close Encounters 
Kite Display Team web-site and I think you will 
agree that we got it right! We also had the tails 
made to match. We know how much Marilyn 
likes making tails so Peter’s partner Val, who 
sews the sails on his kites, did that job too – it 
took her forever but it was a class job!  
 
Experience plus new ideas. 
Airdynamics is Peter and Valerie’s business and 
it has been around a lot longer than people 
think - the T2 came out in 1997.  Peter is an 
absolute kite nut and has a head full of ideas 
tried and tested and waiting to be used and 
loads more not even spilled out on to the draw-
ing board.  I asked Pete why there wasn’t a T3 - 
well apparently there was but it wasn’t that 
much of an improvement on the T2 and he had 
not ventured in to the radical improvements he 
had in mind so work began on the T4.  
 
When Peter was happy we started to see them 
taking to the sky. Marilyn and I invested in an 
ultra super-light to replace the more twitchy 
Super Pro-dancers we had gotten from Sky-
burner Kites in America. Like all kite-makers I 
know, Peter continued to tweak these kites to 
get the best out of them until his new ideas be-
gan to overtake what the kite could hold, which 
was then the start of the T5. 
 
Peter’s approach is to design kites he likes to fly 

himself and if he likes it (being the fussy 
blighter he can be at times) then it should fol-
low that others would too. 
 
The rest of the Airheads team all pitched in with 
ideas for the T5 – the first thing was to lose the 
winglets which could sometimes cause snags. 
He took all of the ideas that the previous model 
had given him with freedom that a complete re-
build would give him to create a kite that you 
didn’t have to think about whilst you were flying 
it. 

Incredibly the second prototype was almost 
“just so”. He had kept some of the subtleties 
from previous days like overall frame geometry 
and reverse turbo bridle I was quite surprised 
to see rods like Skyshark P200 in there but they 
work well with the new, varnished “Nitro” rods 
in the lower spreaders. Peter holds Skyshark in 
high regard, partly on pure performance but 
also on long term supply. Peter likes to design 
kites that last well and still services kites like 
his original “Dark Star” from the early years. 
 
I can let you in to a little secret here in that the 
first of the prototypes and the one that the Air-
heads use at the moment had a new type of rod 
in them called P2X. Why not now? – The aero-
space industry bought up the whole stock of the 
carbon fibre – I knew they were trying cheaper 
ways of getting in to space – but kites? 
 
Do they work for us? 
We have flown our pink T5s in winds of almost 
nothing (and still pulling tails) right up to about 
18mph before they really start to pull in moves 
like tight circles.  When we started out there 
was always the quest to find a kite that did eve-
rything across a wide range of wind. There were 
a few that claimed to do it but the T5 comes 
closest to that dream as far as I am concerned 
because of the points it scores in low pull. We 
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like the not having to worry about what the kite 
will do in choppy winds and the good recovery if 
we get it wrong and, we have not managed to 
break one yet either! Landings can be difficult 
when moving to it from a different type of kite 
but once that knack is developed then it’s fine! 
Peter says to move the outer standoffs out 
wards helps with this – I’ll try that then! 
 
There are several adjustments incorporated, if 
you feel brave, including bridle settings and 
moving the standoff position but I don’t do fid-
dly and believe in factory settings on all kites 
(except the HQ infinity vented) with everything 
right in the middle. 
 
One more to come 
At the moment Peter is still working on the 
mega vent but the serious Kiter could easily get 
away with just the super light, a standard and a 
mid-vented and he would not have to go out 
and buy all the kites we have over the years! 
 
So what does the T stand for? – Taipan! – so 
what does that mean? Well there are several 
variations from a Chinese restaurant in Milton 
Keynes to a type of snake but I prefer the Eng-
lish translation of the word which is supreme 
leader.  To find out even more about this kite 
you need to visit the Airdynamics web-site or 
get yourself along to an Airheads gig. 
 
How we started – Part three. 
Before I get in to this I would genuinely like to 
thank all those people that took the trouble to 
find me at Portsmouth just to say how much 
they liked my little corner in this magazine and 
have been following the story of Marilyn and I 
becoming involved with kites – I won’t mention 
any of them by name in case anyone questions 
their sanity!  In previous issues (127 and 128) I 
covered off up to our first festivals and up to 
our first three sport kites.  
 
We now had a vented Jam session for the high 
wind days at Danebury Ring where we used to 
fly before the constant use of the field by nosey 
sheep or cows that came over to see what we 
were up to then tried to walk all over our stuff 
on the ground.  Problem was that best hollow 
carbon fibre around at the time was 6mm pul-
truded and there just wasn’t enough flex in the 
bottom spreaders before they split so I soon got 
fed up of replacing rods. The Jam had encour-
aged me a little down the trick route though, so 
by the time winter had passed I was already 

trying to decide between a Benson Box of tricks 
and the Chris Matheson Sandpiper midi. There 
we were, at Weymouth, our first festival of the 
year, looking at all the trick guys on the beach 
and there was one guy flying the BOT turning 
my head towards it – he was good, very good – 
I didn’t know at the time that it was actually 
Tim Benson. Making our way down to the Kite-
world stall we recognised Chris Matheson and 
stopped him (silly or what?) to ask his opinion 
on which was the best kite to learn tricks with – 
oddly enough, we went home with a Midi; but 
hang on, who was that guy with the horseshoe 
shaped kite on the beach with the lovely tails 
making it fly in all directions. We had been im-
pressed with the long haired Simon Dann show-
ing his skills and the accuracy of that four line 
Revolution thingy by standing it on the scaffold 
poles by those two funny blokes in the com-
mentary box, but this kite to us, as mere novice 
spectators, was nothing short of amazing - we 
just have to have one!  How strange that we 
would eventually get to know all these lovely 
people so well. 
 
We mastered our new SkyDancer after we dis-
covered that it was easier to fly with the tails on 
and became firm friends with designer and 
maker Dave Davies often visiting his house and 
trying out some of his new ideas at his local 
field – I think that I have the only collapsible 
centre leading edge so that I could fit it in my 
suit case and show it off in San Diego. I would 
often get a call from David to meet up with a 
recent client and give some simple guidance be-
fore they started to make unnecessary adjust-
ments. 99% of kites are correctly put together 
when they leave the factory and 99% go wrong 
when new owners don’t believe that. 
 
Dave was a bit upset when we bought our first 
Rev but we craved the precision it provided. I 
even got David to fly it once but he said that he 
was not impressed and refused to believe that 
anyone could better his kites. The sail on that 
Rev rotted after I had dipped it in the sea a few 
times but I arranged (through various channels) 
to get it exchanged. During these communica-
tions I struck up a rapport with Lollie who in-
vited us to the Rev factory next time we were 
that way. When we got there (about fifteen 
miles north of San Diego)  Lollie had been given 
some basket ball tickets at the last minute and 
had gone – One of the brothers came out to say 
hello but we weren’t allowed to look around. I 
was one of the first to ask for brighter colours in 
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our new rev sail – they were quite put out when 
I told them that their colour schemes were bor-
ing.  Whilst all this was happening I was arrang-
ing my work calls so that I finished my day 
within easy reach of the Kennet Kite club’s 
Wednesday night fly in. This gave me the 
chance to fly with others and experience my 
biggest kite flying thrill to date when I joined in 
with Spud, Glen and Dave for a team fly. If you 
are starting out then flying pairs or especially 
team, is a big hook to drag you in to kites.  
Later I was lucky enough to fly in some larger 
teams on fun days out –or after a league meet-
ing.  These teams were often led by Cathy Jar-
vis or Carl Robertshaw – I am so grateful – 
these guys were the best flyers around and I 
learned everything I know about team flying 
from them. 
I took a few rollickings from Cathy about team 
discipline but it was worth it! 
 
One of the stories I still tell is how accommo-
dating kites flyers were – (and I hope still are). 
Guys at higher skill levels were always willing to 
let you join in and advice was always aplenty! I 
went up to Carl Robertshaw – I didn’t know him 
as well then – just as he was preparing to go in 
to the arena for a round of the European quad-
line championships (I didn’t know any better).  
I was asking about the set up and Carl told me 
he liked to have lots of brake and passed the 
handles to me. You have got to be joking!!! He 
didn’t even know if I could fly and he was on in 
a minute! Would Steve Davies (it was a long 
time ago) let you use his cue just before a 
snooker competition??? 
 
Our club had been holding winter leagues and I 
had watched with interest at how they were 
judged on the figures they made in the sky and 
began to understand the difference between a 
good and mediocre performance. I thought that 
I would like to have a go at the next one and 
although I had practised the figures I was so 
nervous, I looked for the slightest excuse for 
why I shouldn’t take part. 
 
After watching everyone else, oh how I wished 
that I had not bottled it and went home quite 
mad with myself.  
 
After some more practice and a little encour-
agement from fellow club members I got up 
enough courage to fly at the next one. Even 
some of the experienced flyers were nervous – I 
remember that Spud always wanted to swap 

with the person who drew to go on first so that 
he could get it out of the way. I don’t think I 
came last in the novices – the judges go 
through what you needed to do to get better 
marks next time and I went home buzzing. I 
eventually made my way through the novice 
ranks and made it to the final in Blackheath 
where, to my great surprise, flew reasonably 
well whilst others made some silly mistakes al-
lowing me to gain my first title! 
 
I can’t describe how much it improves your fly-
ing skills and understanding of kites if you have 
the target of a competition. Craving more, I 
joined STACK, spent all my time practising and 
was fortunate enough to fly well when others 
were having bad days and in successive years 
won both individual novice and experienced na-
tional tiles. The second year was extra hard 
work because, by this time, I had managed to 
persuade Marilyn to fly in pairs with me so I 
was coping with singles and pairs on the same 
day. 
 
I’ve just checked and I have written 1296 words 
so, not to risk being too boring, I will continue 
in the next issue - if you’ll let me? 
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Orleans House Gallery, Twickenham 
Until 22 January 2012 
 
Flux, Flow, Flight: Art in Motion explores the 
theme of physical movement in the visual arts, 
dance and performance. With works spanning 
four centuries, the exhibition includes historical 
contextual items from the Richmond Borough 
Art Collection; the Royal Ballet Lower School, 
White Lodge, Richmond; the Estorick Collection 
of Italian Art, London and The Muybridge Col-
lection at Kingston Museum. 
 
Photographic experiments, Futurism, Dadaism, 
Vorticism and Surrealism are all represented, 
including Hans Richter’s 1947 classic, popular 
avante garde masterpiece Dreams That Money 
Can Buy, featuring sections by Duchamp, Ernst, 
Calder and others. 
 
The first Futurist manifesto was published by 
Marinetti in 1909, and the introductory area of 
Flux, Flow, Flight pays homage by visualising 
Futurist themes. This year also marks the cen-
tenary of Marcel Duchamp’s ground-breaking 
retinal and conceptual explorations depicting 
movement through form, space (and mind) in 
two dimensions and paint. 
 
Other themes include automatic art, biomorphic 
naturalistic shapes, Op art, Pop art, urban bus-
tle, the body in motion and of course ‘flux’, 
‘flow’ and ‘flight’. 
 
Invited artists include sculptor Anthony Hey-
wood, painter Ashley Davies and Jackie Matisse 
(Jacqueline Matisse-Monnier) - granddaughter 
of Henri Matisse, daughter of art dealer Pierre 
Matisse and step-daughter / assistant / archive 
keeper of Marcel Duchamp. 
 
Jackie/Jacqueline’s delicate, poetic works are 
the bridge between modernism and post mod-
ernism. She is a pioneer of kite art, kinetic art, 
stereoscopy, supercomputing and virtual reality. 
Now 80, her most recent exhibition in New York 
was a homage to American dancer / choreogra-
pher Merce Cunningham, who died in 2009. Ma-
tisse has seldom exhibited in the UK, so this is a 
rare privilege to enjoy a small selection of her 
kite tails, mobiles and films. 
 
Her art and the work of Calder and the Op art-
ists are the inspiration for pieces created by 
members of Orleans House Gallery’s award-
winning education provision (Art Clubs, Octagon 

group for disabled young people and the youth 
programme). This project has been generously 
supported by the Twickenham-based Double O 
Charity. 
 
Flux, Flow, Flight: Art in Motion includes nearly 
one hundred works in a variety of media and 
styles. A large proportion of the exhibits were 
selected via open submission. Over 600 individ-
ual images sent to the gallery were pruned 
down to 60. 
 
Contemporary artists include: Brian Adams, 
Mary Algar, Frank Armour, Peter Babb, Alyson 
Barton, Mary Bate, Patricia Burbidge, Lisa Bird, 
Barbara & Zafar Baran, Joanna Ciechanowska, 
Catherine Cartwright, Vanessa Cuthbert, Ashley 
Davies, Aaron Distler, Yvonne Elvin, Jo Ellis, 
Valentina Ferrandes, Francesca Fowler, Andreé 
Holden, Dora Holtzhandler, Roger Hutchins, 
Maggie Hughes, Camilla Jessel Panufnik, Jim 
Kay, Claudia Kappenberg, Hugh Lee, Tricia de 
Courcy Ling, Jackie Matisse/Jacqueline Matisse-
Monnier, Brian McClave, Donald Pass, Jane 
Milne, Lisa Payne, Gavin Peacock, John Rey-
nolds, Paul Rogers, Margaret Sellars, Lapsang 
Suchon, Dorothy Szulc, Bill Urmenyi, Andrea 
Wright, Jon Wright, Martin Waugh, Fiona A-L 
Wright, Carol Wilhide and Chirstinn Whyte. 
 
Exhibition and Gallery Curator Mark De Novellis 
states: 
 
“This exhibition maps over four hundred years 
of motion in art, with a particular emphasis on 
early modernism and contemporary work. Art-
ists have tried to capture the ephemeral in a 
multitude of ways and endeavoured to make 
the fleeting permanent.” 
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Roy Broadley Kite Workshop 

Cliddesden Village Hall, March 3rd and 4th  2012. 
 
Attention all interested parties-  Roy Broadley of 
Kites Up will be doing a workshop on the DOU-
BLE STAR, (2m, 8 point)  at the Cliddesden Vil-
lage Hall, on the above dates.  It will be over 
two days-stopping for lunch at the Hall, for a 
small donation  
 
There are 20 places, of which 12 are remaining, 
so a first come first served basis. A deposit is 
required in advance to ensure we cover costs. 
There will be a kit to work from, you’ll just need 
to bring a sewing machine (plus the usual bits 
and pieces—scissors, pencil, stitch ripper, etc). 
 
We’re not far from the Kites Up chapel, so any-
thing forgotten could be within reach!  
 
Given time (and weather!) we hope to fly them 
later in the day on the Sunday, so please bring 
flying line (100/140lb line). 
 
The cost for the workshop is £65.00  per head, 
of which £25 will be required as a deposit. 
 
(This kite has a 2m wingspan). 
 
Advanced Class, not suitable for beginners! 
 
To book your place please phone to confirm 
availability and then send your name, address 
and contact phone number to Kites Up together 
with your deposit, and send to: 
 

Kites Up, The Chapel, Farleigh Road, Cliddes-
den, Basingstoke, Hants, RG25 2JL.   07778 
352825.  
                         
(This can also be paid by Card if preferred) 
 
North Hants Kiter’s Jolly Up 10—April 28th 
& 29th 2012 
 
It’s nearly that time again to come and join us 
for another FUN Weekend of Kite Flying for Kite 
Fliers! 
 
The site is located in the village of Cliddesden, 
just south of Basingstoke (not far from J6 of the 
M3). 
 
On site camping is available from Friday eve-
ning onwards (£7 per tent/camper for the 
weekend). 
 
The Saturday evening food will be the BBQ 
(£6.50 and try to bring a plate and cutlery 
please!). 
 
We will be doing Jacket Potatoes for those inter-
ested at various times over the weekend, and 
Bacon rolls available both mornings.  
 
The Auction will once again be held on the Sat-
urday evening, and any donations gratefully re-
ceived before or on the week-end (before 4pm 
if poss!) 
 
We will run the Beer Lift competition, wind per-
mitting, same  rules as before. 
 
Roy Martin’s Sled competition will take place (to 
contact him directly please) 
 
Roy’s Refreshment Tent will be open for Busi-
ness, normal rules apply.. 
 
For further info, please either contact: 
 
Roy on 07778 352825 
Colin on 07770 338419 
Or e-mail roy@kitesup.co.uk 
 
You can pre-order your tee-shirt / poloshirt, 
just email if interested in doing so.  
 
(The dates for this same event taking place 
later this year again are Aug 4th and 5th 2012) 
 
Please Note: this is NOT a Buggy/Boarding 
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weekend, thank-you. 
 
Basingstoke Kite Festival—2nd  & 3rd  June 

2012 
 
At Down Grange Sports Complex, Pack Lane, 
Basingstoke. From 10am  to 5 pm  (both days) 
 
Come along and help us to celebrate our 20th 
Festival and join in the fun! 
 
Guests will be from Home and abroad and as 
well as things going on in the display arena, 
there will be the usual array of activities, along 
with various Kite & Food traders. 
 
The theme for the weekend is to be decided 
soon.  As in previous years, a prize will be  
awarded for the best themed kite, so you can 
now get carried away with your imagination!   
 
A raffle is held over the weekend with lots of 
donated kite related prizes, donations gratefully 
received! 
 
On Saturday evening we will have our usual So-
cial Get Together in the marquee, and all are 
welcome. (There is a small fee if you would like 
to join in with the Buffet, well worth it!)  
 
Camping is available on the Friday and Satur-
day evenings @ £5 for the weekend (payable on 
the weekend) and there are showers and toilet 
facilities on site. 
 
Come along and join in, and we look forward to 
seeing you there!!! 
 
Contact:  
Alan Cosgrove (Main festival Organiser) 01256 
421800 
Roy Broadley (Kites Up 01256 812487 
 
Teston Bridge 2012 
 
In late November, Kent County Council, who 
operate and manage the Teston Bridge Country 
Park, decided that the June 2012 Teston Kite 
week-end has been cancelled. 
 
Like many other local authorities there are 
budget restraints in these difficult economic 
times, and they have to cut their financial cloth 
accordingly, whilst maximising the income. 
 
It was very disappointing news, but had been 

likely for sometime. 
 
Out of the bad news came the good that the 
August 2012 Kite week-end was still going to be 
allowed at Teston Bridge. This will be on the 
week-end 11and 12th August. 
 
Camping again will be allowed from the Thurs-
day through to the Monday, and there will be a 
set pitch fee £10.00 per tent/caravan/
campervan for the week-end. This has been set 
by Kent County Council. 
 
Ron Dell who previously co-ordinated the 
Teston Bridge Events, informs me that this will 
be the 25th anniversary of Teston Bridge. 
 
The format will be same, social flying by the 
kite flying fraternity, involving the public who 
wish to know more about kites. It is formula 
that has worked all these years and so there is 
no wish to change the special feel that happens 
at Teston Bridge. 
 
Look forward to meeting up with those who 
have been before and any of the kiting family 
who have not been previously. 
 
Contact Malcolm Ford, Kent Kite Flyers mo-
bile: - 07840086770 
 
e-mail:- malcolmf@kentkiteflyers.org.uk 
or secretary@kentkiteflyers.org.uk 
 
Kites & Flights Jacksonville International 
Airport 

  
People rushing 
to their gates, 
arriving pas-
sengers wan-
dering the con-
courses and 
busy hal ls 
looking for 
baggage claim, 
some waiting 

for their friends and family to arrive and rocking 
in the rocking chairs of the airport waiting 
plaza.... but wait… there's an art gallery of 
there with a show of kites!... 
  
Here's a peek at our kite show at the airport in 
Jacksonville... 
  
http://airworksstudio.blogspot.com/ 
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Sometimes kites are born out of 'necessity'. Basically, I had a roll of orange 
cloth for a very different idea for some time. The initial idea didn't count any 
more, so the question was, where to use so much orange colored cloth. 
Why had the gorgeous looking clownfish not been transformed into a kite 
yet? No sooner said than done. Soon I would be able to test fly something 
new.

The story of the clownfish started five years ago. Meanwhile workshops 
have been held with it, and since a few years the large clownfish is 
produced and sold by Premier Kites. Various sizes and colors have been 
tried. The high demand and the overall positive experience with previously 
published construction plans in KITE & friends,  
(seal “Robby”, K&f 1/2008, parrot, K&f 1/2009 and “Froggy”, K&f 1/2010) 
was reason enough for me to work out yet another plan. The enormous 
creativity of kite builders in adopting the previous plans is very impressive. 
Nobody had expected so many unique design ideas, and also the 
community spirit in numerous workshops exceeded every expectation.
Therefore with this plan we would like to contribute once more to keeping 
kite building great fun. Individual creativity is encouraged, because the 
identification with the homemade and the pride of looking at our own 
products stands in great contrast to cheaply bought and copied kites for the 
mass market.
With this in mind we are looking forward to seeing colorful schools of fish in 
the deep sky!

Colors
The natural colors of the clownfish are orange, white and black. With other 
colors they appear very impressive too, i.e. yellow / green, blue / white, or 
black and white. Also different colored fins can make a nice contrast with 
the main color. Even the Rainbow Fish is a variant of the clownfish.
Creativity knows no limits!

www.kite-and-friends.de

Words & photographs by Bernhard Dingwerth
Drawings by Jan Nelkenbrecher

Workshop / Clownfish Construction Plan/ Clownfish Construction Plan

Clowns
and other fish

Clowns
and other fish



With its size of 3.5 meters the material requirements of the clownfish are 
comparable to preceding plans, though the simple and clear shape should 
not hide the great sewing complexity and difficulty! Sewing and kite building 
experience should therefore already be present with the builder.

Anyone who has studied the previous plans or even built a kite following 
one of the plans will find repetitions and similarities in some passages. This 
is fully intended, as the earlier plans have been found plain and easy to 
comprehend. However, this fish is not a kite that flies on its own, but only as 
line laundry.

Templates
The general drawing shows the individual segments. Anyone who wishes
to may enlarge them to scale (see ‘clownfish_overview.jpg’). If this is too 
much work we have provided the templates for download as PDF files.
The full-size printed PDF's should be joined by gluing the abutting edges 
and then serve as a template. As the drawing shows through the cloth, 
shapes can be drawn along the lines or be cut right away. For the black 
cloth it could be a bit difficult, but more on that later.

Usually the large segments are cut with sharp scissors. For smaller parts or 
the non-fringed lip a hot knife should be used. The templates don't include 
any seam allowance, this works with tightly sewn hems. If you prefer wider 
hems you need to add allowance prior to cutting. The template width is also 
just right for the use of fabric that comes in a width of 1 meter.

Body and Design
Cut the body and belly segments as two pairs.  With a pencil or crayon 
mark the placing of the black stripes, the placing of the fins and the 
positions of eyes and bridle points. Then exactly cut the white panels 
including the black lines, and mark the placing or respectively the width of 
the black stripes on it. If you like you may vary the outline of the black 
stripes. The only important thing is to match the parts up where the 
segments join. We have given exact dimensions on the template.

However, if the widths of the stripes are not the same, they will show 
severe misalignments when the large panels are joined.

List of Materials:

The ‘classic’ clownfish are orange,
white and black. But as mentioned
before, other color combinations
look nice at the sky also.

The list shows the approx. required fabrics in square meters (sqm).

Ripstop-Nylon: • 15 sqm orange
•   3 sqm white
•   2 sqm black (for contoures, eyes and lip)
•   1 sqm white (soft fabric for valve flap)

Bridle lines: • 15m, dia. 0.5mm, 30daN
• 20m, dia. 0.8mm, 50daN
•   5m, dia. 1.0mm, 70daN
•   2m, dia. 1.5mm, 100daN

Whether the bridle lines are white or black purely is a matter of taste.

Reinforcements: • approx. 6m of simple string, easy to sew on
  • approx. 1m of narrow belt webbing or

inexstensible string

Optional: • Zipper of approx. 40cm  (for the tail fin)

Commercial 
use of this plan 

is strictly 
prohibited!

All we need to start building!

Cut by following the lines that are 
shining through.

This is how the individual parts are cut.

Using a pencil accurate marks for
the black stripes are drawn.



Now the completed white segments with their black borders can be 
appliqued onto the main orange panels.
But please, sew these fields only at the edges of the fabric, because 
next you need to cut away the orange behind the white areas. The 
result already looks a lot like a clownfish!

The orange leftovers are great for making a drogue and a bag.

Using the white parts as templates. The black stripes sewn on and cut free.

Completed white segments are appliqued
to the orange basic fabric.

Step by step form and layout evolve.

Sewing Sequence and Reinforcement
Except for the appliqued strips all stitching is done with a plain 
seam on the wrong side, which after construction will be on the 
inside of the kite. In areas with particular strain, reinforcement 
strings are sewn on. Along the first sewing line fold the seam to the 
side and with a straight stitch sew on a length of string. 

At bridle points and the drogue attachment points the reinforcement 
strings should cross to avoid fabric tearing during flight. 
The plan shows the positions for the reinforcement strings as blue 
lines.

Since the body of the clownfish is pretty voluminous and line 
traction will be moderate we can abandon inner tensioning lines. 
Such lines would be used to keep the kites shape (i.e. flat) or to 
distribute bridle forces. Only the fins need to be kept from being 
inflated out of proportion. At positions marked with 'inflation 
restrictor' strings or narrow belt webbings of appropriate lengths are 
applied.

Cut the black stripes and fix them onto the edges of the white segments. For the black cloth this is admittedly 
somewhat cumbersome.

A simpler method is to use the white segments as templates. Each outer contour of the black stripes emerges 
from the outer edges of the white segments. Lay the white segment on the left side of the black fabric. Fix the 
respective outer edge with adhesive, tape, glue stick or 'hot tack' it and cut along. The marked width of the black 
stripe should be visible through the white fabric. Sew along the mark and then cut away the excessive black 
fabric.



Eyes
For the small fish the eyes are not three-dimensional. The pupils simply are 
appliqued to the white circles. As a simple seam is fully sufficient, the eyes 
are quickly finished. Then they can be sewn onto the orange base and cut 
free at the back.

Creating the bridlepoints with
reinforcement strings.

The eyes are sewn with a single stitch.

Side Panels
Before the side fins can be inserted, the narrow lip strips are sewn 
to the side panels.

For the fins you must precisely transfer the outline of the openings 
to the fabric. Within the outline cut open the center line to a length 
of 50cm at most. Now place the fin with the upper tip at the top of 
the marked outline, right on the right. This way the inside (left) 
easily can be reached for sewing. Sew up to the bottom fin tip and 
then, with the needle down, turn around all the material in the other 
direction. Although this is a bit tedious, it works! 

Sew as far as possible, secure the seam and complete it on the 
other side. To prevent the side fins from being inflated too much, a 
length of string or belt webbing of approx. 7cm is sewn centrally 
across the opening to the inner hems.

When both fins are sewn in, the main side segments can be joined. 
At this point carefully check if the lip and the black contrasting 
stripes meet flush. Possible inaccuracies still can be corrected, the 
fabric can be shifted or pulled a little. Now start sewing at the mouth 
up to the front tip of the dorsal fin. Insert the fin by sewing it side 
after side, always working on the 'wrong' side of the panels. Go on 
until you reach the attachment point of the tail fin profile. As before 
the positioning of the contrasting stripes needs to be checked now 
and then, and if necessary be corrected.
Next a reinforcement string is applied, either along the entire seam 
or at least in the section of the lifter points. Resiliently sewn string 
crossings strengthen the lifter points, as they have to withstand high 
strain during flight. The inner side of the lip receives reinforcement 
string too, and more string crossings are affixed at the bridle points.

Optional zipper

Fins
The panels of the dorsal and ventral 
fins are needed to be cut as pairs 
each, the side fins two pairs, and 
the corresponding black profile 
strips are cut out one per fin. Using 
a light-colored pencil mark the 
profile strips on the black fabric. If 
the fabric is very dark and the lines 
of the template are not visible, try to 
slowly roll the fabric over the 
template and trace the profile bit by 
bit. Include the bridle positions and 
sew on string crossings.

Optionally you can sew in a zipper 
in the profile strip of the tail fin, in 
case you are planning to inflate 
your new clownfish with a blower to 
use it as an aero sculpture.
Now all parts of the fins are ready 
to be joined.

Air intake for the side fins



Belly
The belly parts are assembled pretty much like the sides. First do 
the black bordered white panels, then fix the lip stripes, and then 
combine all parts. Again starting from the lip sew until you reach the 
starting point of the ventral fin. Insert the fin one side after the other. 
Now the seam can be closed all the way to the tip of the tail fin.

For the center seam up to the first black stripe use a simple flat 
seam. Sew on reinforcement and bridle point strings. At the tagged 
positions the ventral fin receives strings or belt webbing to limit 
inflation. Also the lower edge of the lip needs a reinforcement string 
and cross strings for the bridle points.

Mouth
The lower edge will flap freely in the wind and therefore should be 
hotcut. Between bridle points 4 and 5 the mouth remains open, so 
the hem of the lip needs to be finished with extra care. You may 
want to reinforce it to prevent ripping.

Important: Thoroughly sewn lifterpoints. Inflation limitation of the dorsal fin by lengths of
belt webbing. Reinforcement strings also work.

Now the top half of the fish is almost done. Only the inflation restriction of the dorsal fin is missing. Positions and 
lengths for strings or belt webbing are shown in the drawing.

The white valve flap placed inside.

Valve Flap
The fabric of the valve flap should be as soft and smooth as 
possible since it then snuggles nicely into the opening and keeps it 
tightly closed.

If at hand, parachute fabric can be used. Because of the visual 
appearance white fabric is recommended.

The round shaped side is applied to the lower edge of the upper lip. 
If you sew it onto the left side of the reinforcement string the seam 
will be invisible later. The best way is to start in the middle, sew on 
one side, then sew the other side up to the first black stripe. Leave 
the protruding straight edge as it is. During flights it will close the 
valve due to internal pressure.

Top halve of the clownfish



No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10

11
12

13
14
15

16
17
18
19

20
21

30daN

115
103

103
115

124
94

124

128
88
99

128

100
99

50daN

155
154
154
158
158
147
137
147

130

130

39

52

62

70daN

126

136

35

38

100daN

15

30
30
30
30
30
30

150

All measurements in centimeters (cm) 
without allowances for knots. 
Suggested allowance = 10cm. 

Drogue Bridle

to lifter-
points

Bridleplan

Seaming Up
Starting at bridle point 4 or 5 respectively, the fish can now be stitched 
together. First one side to the tail fin, and then the other. Again make sure 
that the contrasting stripes meet as nicely as possible. At the end of the tail 
fin its profile still needs to be inserted. Don't forget the string crossings 
where marked, because they will serve as bridle points for the drogue.

Those who also would like to use their fish as an aero sculpture should sew 
in a zipper or velcro tape here. Otherwise this last seam may be pulled 
outside through the mouth and be sewn up. Since the mouth is left open it 
will act both as a service- and maintenance opening.

Bridle
At first prepare the bridle attachment points made from short lengths of 
50daN (deka-Newton) bridle line, each approx. 10cm long. Using a 
cobbler's awl or a strong darning needle pierce through the fabric from the 
outside and as close to the string crossings as possible. Inside, drive the 
awl or needle around the reinforcement crossings and back out again. 
Finally tie tight knots to the loops. Later the bridle lines will be attached to 
the loops by so-called larks heads.

The compound bridle is built with lines of graded braking strengths. Around 
the mouth it starts with 50daN lines. Next to the body the strength of 30daN 
for the initial lines is appropriate. These are connected to 50daN lines. The 
lines coming from the mouth as well as the line groups attached to the body 
then are bundled to 70daN lines. Finally the 70daN lines are connected by 
a short length of 100daN line. All bridle lines get a stopper knot at one end 
and a loop at the other end for making a larks head. This is the easiest way 
to connect the bridle lines. Also the bridle can be adjusted anytime. Piercing through the fabric

Attachmentpoints for the drogue



Maiden Flight
Now the clownfish is ready for its maiden flight. The inflation through the mouth will take a little time, that is quite 
normal.
The bridle should actually be quite accurate, but due to individual differences in sewing and knotting adjustment 
may be necessary. After a period of flying all fabrics and lines will be stretched. Depending on the lines some knots 
have the tendency to unravel at the beginning. Once the bridle has been under high tension the unravelling will not 
happen any more.
Use a flying line that is not too heavy. Depending on the wind speed a breaking strength varying from 70daN to 
100daN should be sufficient.

Have lots of fun building and flying above the meadows!  We would appreciate your comments on this plan. And of 
course we would love to see photographs!

Completed drogue

Read the bridle plan starting topmost at the 
mouth, going down to the ventral fin.
The front section of the connecting line for 
the lifter points should be shorter than the 
rear section. All bridle measurements are 
given net. That means you will have to add 
approx. 10cm for knots and loops.

Drogue
The six elements of the drogue may be of 
same color or mirroring the fish's colors. 
They should be hotcut to save the extra 
work of hemming. Join them in desired 
order and apply six short lines, each 
approx. 30cm long. A line of 150cm will 
attach the drogue to the tail fin. In a light 
steady breeze use of the drogue may not be 
necessary.
Those who wish to may quickly sew a small 
storage bag. On a rectangular shaped piece 
of fabric (approx. 35cm by 50cm) sew a 
seam for a draw string on the long side, join 
the circular bottom at the opposite end and 
close the side seam.



Author’s note concerning prints:

Since there are so many varying printers available, five (5) different formats of pdf-files are provided.
From experience we know that sometimes errors can occur, i.e.
• printed lines that are not shown at the screen
• printer dropouts
• false paper formats or scaling.

The sources of these errors are not the pdf-files.
In most cases the used pdf-reader and the printer driver(s) are incompatible. Usually the use of 
another pdf-reader solves any problem, or to print the files on a different computer or plotter, 
respectively.

Acknowledgements:
For the excellent adaptation of the drawings my best thanks go out to Jan Nelkenbrecher 
(http://www.burgenlandkiter.de); for continuous advice to my kite friend Karl-Ulrich Körtel 
(http://www.raberudi.com); and for the realization on my homepage to Andreas Napravnik 
(http://www.drachenbaendiger.de). Translated by Karsten Schneymann (kamas@arcor.de).

More pictures can be found on my homepage (http://www.drachenbernhard.de).

Please note: Do not use this plan commercially!
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Leaf Kites 
During my many trips to the Dieppe kite festival, I 
have seen and admired Claude Commalonga’s won-
derful kites. I marvelled at the sheer beauty of the 
designs and the intriguing use of leaves and other 
natural materials. These kites have been admired by 
thousands of visitors to Dieppe over the years. 
 
Until my last visit in 2010, I had always thought it 
would be pretentious of me to try making kites from 
leaves; to emulate such a beautiful  Art.  Then I 
spoke to the lady for the first time in 2010. During 
our conversation,  Claude described how she proc-
essed the materials and encouraged me to have a 
go. This I saw as my “permission” to try. 
 
I have discovered the wonderful world of natural ma-
terials and how they may be used to make beautiful 
kites. To create a work of art which flies (yes, each 
kite has to fly at least once – to be called a kite) 
brings me great satisfaction.  I have become a disci-
ple of the lady I finally met in Dieppe. 
 
John Browning     
www.johnbrowningkites.org 
 

A Tribute To Ron Moody 
1936 – 2011 
Everyone knew Ron. His enthu-
siasm for kites was boundless. 
When his name comes up in 
conversations (as it often does)  
his friendliness and generosity 
are always mentioned. He made 
friends with everyone he met. 
 
In his enthusiastic and friendly 

way, he told everyone he met how much fun it was 
to fly Indian fighting kites. He taught hundreds of 
people how to fly them and as often as not, after les-
sons, would give away kites to new flyers – just to 
get them started. He wanted to share his passion 
with all. 
 
After contracting Alzheimer’s, he spent his last few 
years in a care home. The carers there remember 
him with fondness and report that – yes- he was al-
ways friendly and smiling.  This is no place to recount 
his life history – few people know the facts because 
he never discussed himself. 
 
Ron will be remembered by kiters and many, many 
other friends simply as a lovely man.  
 
Steve Gibson RIP 
Steve Gibson used to organise the Margam Park kite 
festival about 15 years ago.  At that time he had a 
shop in Hereford called Way on High Kites.  He was 
one of the founder members of the Airheads Kite dis-
play team.  
 
He passed away in December 2011. 
 

From The Daily Globe Minnesota 
Kites of Christmas 
 
“When did they first begin flying the kites of Christ-
mas morning?” a child asked.  There are several sto-
ries told regarding the origins of this custom, which is 
especially popular through the American Middle West.  
 
History tends to support the claim of Lyons, France, 
as the place where Christmas kites first appeared. 
The kites were an early-day version of Christmas ad-
vertising and of community public relations.  The 
custom of the kites of Christmas has endured and it 
is not puzzling why this is so. There is nothing that 
more certainly and more quickly establishes the joy 
and beauty of Christmas than the sight of dozens of 
brilliantly coloured kites reflecting the dawn of Christ-
mas morning while church bells peal in jubilation. 
There is no disappointment through the year that ex-
ceeds that of a stormy, grey Christmas when the 
kites cannot be launched. 
 
Through recent years it is estimated there have been 
as many as 24 million kites aloft across the North 
American continent in that hour when the first rays of 
the late Christmas dawn appear on the eastern hori-
zon. Among the oldest and most famous is the 
Christmas kite of St. Paul, Minnesota, the giant red 
and yellow kite that is launched from the ice of the 
Mississippi River by a crew of 16 and which lifts to-
ward the alabaster dome of the state capitol. 
 
The glorious kites of Christmas present, like the kites 
at Lyons six centuries ago, still proclaim to all who 
see them, “Christmas is observed at this place!”  The 
lie-abeds and those who choose to remain snug in-
side their houses on Christmas morning may want to 
glance out a window another time this Christmas 
dawn. If the sky is clear and the day is fair, the 
lovely kites of Christmas will be there. 
 
Take the above as you like—we have never heard of 
these traditions—has anyone else. 
 
Kite Aerial Photography, in India available on 
iTunes. 
 
New version with an added video and new interactive 
links to social networks like Facebook and Twitter.  
Priced at $4.99.  Aerial photography is widely used 
around the world, and most of the territories have 
been seen from above. Nevertheless, some coun-
tries, like India, still banish it for security reasons, as 
it’s usually done from helicopters or planes.  By com-
bining a camera and a kite, Nicolas Chorier could re-
cord a spectacular kaleidoscope of aerial photography 
from across the country. These images are therefore 
really unique and exclusive, as they capture for the 
first time a wide range of the Indian beauty. 
 
A few square inches of fabric, a touch of technical 
know-how, a whiff of breeze, and lo, there is birdy on 
the remote. These photographs challenge one’s 
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sense of orientation and perspective, play with tex-
tures and graphics, and provide a close view of the 
world from an unusual angle. 
 
The kite allows the photographer to wait for just the 
right time to click, when a ray of sun finally comes to 
highlight the subject. The camera will fly the wind, a 
silent and unobtrusive spectator, alert and fully inte-
grated in its natural surroundings.  Eco-friendly, easy 
to set and non-intrusive, kite aerial photography has 
a lot to offer to the spectator. It allows low altitude 
shots, close-up from above, preserves the human di-
mension in the compositions, and gives access to re-
moted sites in intricated environments. 
 
This application will depict for you a selection of 
world heritage sites, spectacular landscapes, and 
most important: humans. 
 
Have a nice flight ! 
 
Seen on Ebay 

Vintage Humming Bee Kite 
Satoshi Hashimoto Bamboo 
24.5" Rice Paper.  This was 
previously for sale at $1899 
but is now reduced to $1849.  
The description is quite com-
plete for the kite—have a look 
if you are interested.  Item 
200689734588 
 

Dry Your Wet Kite Quickly. 
The supplied description is: 
WET KITE AND LIMITED SPACE? You need some Ki-
tangas.  RINSE AND DRY YOUR 13M KITE ON A LINE 
IN THE GARAGE OR IN A SHOWER! 
 
Beginner or expert, at some time your kite is going 
to get wet and you are going to wish you had a set of 
these! Many kiters now have some.    
 
This is a set of 5 Hangers with quality chrome plated 
metal clip and 25mm wide webbing of sufficient 
length to go around the largest kite strut. 
 
• dry your kite thoroughly in the quickest time 
• no fuss and easy to use- simply loop each 

strap around a strut and hang up 
• safe and secure (pegs and other clips are just 

not strong enough and may damage the kite) 
• suitable for all sizes of kite 
• struts can be inflated (quickest drying) or de-

flated 
• space saving- can be bunched together 
• can be used for other equipment- great for 

draining boots 
• maximise resale value 
• protect your investment of £100's for a very 

reasonable price 
 
All yours for £13.00 

Ultrarare Eddy War Kite with beams (1 of 4 known 
specimens).  Up for sale is an extremely rare Eddy 
War Kite, yellowish in color (two tears, see pics), and 
two beams (one with a broken end).  
 
I own two of these kites. Also see item 
#270835565705 which includes a reddish Eddy War 
Kite (no tears), two beams (unbroken) and a carrying 
sock. It's reserve price is $2500. 
 
Noted kite historian and author Bob White mentions 
knowing the location of only two of these kites, both 
in museum hands - one at the Canada Museum of 
Science and Technology and one at the Smithsonian. 
I verified that the Smithsonian does have one and 
received a picture of it. That specimen is in very poor 
condition with multiple tears. A picture of it is in-
cluded for reference. With only two other known 
specimens, half of the known Eddy Kites are cur-
rently on the market.  
 
Designed by William Eddy, Eddy War Kites were used 
by the American military (before the introduction of 
the airplane) for surveillance, flag flying, etc. It says 
"patent applied for" on the labels on the kites, and 
because Eddy filed the patent in 1898 and received it 
in 1900, it dates the kites to that period.  
 
Included are pictures of kite and beams. Remember, 
this package includes the yellowish kite and two 
beams (one with a broken end). 
 
From The Sun Newspaper 
ROYAL Navy top brass have called up KITES to pro-
tect the Ark Royal — from pigeon poo.  Their mission 
is to stop the famous aircraft carrier from being 
eaten away by highly-corrosive muck deposited by 
hundreds of the birds. 
 
Chiefs are flying a hawk-shaped kite from each side 
of the vessel, hoping the fake birds of prey will scare 
off the pigeons.   
 
The ship is moored in Portsmouth, Hants, after being 
taken out of service earlier this year under defence 
cuts. 
 
But pigeon droppings have started cutting through 
paintwork and metal, potentially damaging its resale 
value.  Since the kites went up two weeks ago, the 
amount of poo has dropped massively. 
 
At £120 each they work out cheaper than putting up 
netting or pressure-hosing the whole ship.  A Royal 
Navy spokesman told The Sun: "The kites are an ex-
periment to deter pigeons. So far they're proving 
successful." 
 
Judging by the photo it is a Karl Longbottom Hawk 
they are using. 
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Support your magazine. A.k.a. another load of 
squit from your mystery correspondent. 
 
It was pointed out by Gill Bloom that a recent 
issue of The Kiteflier was an HB free zone. This 
may have been a relief to many but with the 
demise of so many festivals, could be more 
common. What was in the magazine did have a 
theme running through it though.  A plea from 
Brighton for items if the club wanted another 
newsletter, Alan Pothecary’s entreaties to get 
something on paper and the last edition of Ro-
man Candle. Now the BOFs ramblings can be a 
bit like Anne Widdecombe or cous-cous. Neither 
will harm you, but they might not be altogether 
to ones taste. Like it or not, John’s contributions 
have been an integral part of the newsletter, 
and I am full of admiration for his output, espe-
cially as most of it was pre PC in both senses 
and what is now PC is definitely not PC.  
 
So what will the post RC issues of The Kiteflier 
look like? Well, when it comes to kite history it 
is a brave person that would trespass on the ac-
quired knowledge of either George Webster or 
Paul Chapman. I am not a great one for build-
ing kites and the Don Mock ‘It Works For Me’ 
mantra leaves one open to being shot down in 
flames by all and sundry. That only leaves two 
alternatives, observation and opinion, which is 
convenient as that is what I usually come up 
with. Happily, my observations are difficult to 
argue with, although my conclusions may be 
open to discussion. My opinions are just those, 
and like RC will not be everyone’s cup of tea, 
which brings me back to Alan’s excellent list of 
suggestions of kite related topics to commit to 
paper.  I cannot claim to have courted Marilyn 
or have bought kids for just £8, but I have ob-
servations and opinions on just about every-
thing else he mentioned.   
 
So how did we get started? Strange as it may 
seem now, it was through sports kites. Although 
a lifelong parafoil man, (after they’d been in-
vented of course) early efforts with a Dunford 
Flying machine and then a Flexi led me down 
the two-line route. Mind you, line was an inter-
esting term as the twist supplied with both 
these kites had properties more akin to elastic, 
as many of you will recall. At the end of the 80s 
a visit to the Kite Store resulted in joining the 
Kite Society and our first experience of the 
wonderful Old Warden meetings. The only prob-
lem was that there seemed a very large gulf be-
tween what the traders were charging for kites 

and what we considered an appropriate amount 
to spend (naïve fools). Back to the Kite Store 
and I became the (proud) owner of a Skynasaur 
74, and despite the laughter I can already hear, 
it flew well and was a good beginners kite. Via 
the Society, we heard of a festival taking place 
on Yarmouth beach so headed off down there 
on what must have been one of the hottest 
days of the year. On seeing the Moorby family 
flying a ballet as ‘Organised Chaos’, Lynn said 
‘that’s what I want to do’ and we were headed 
on an entirely new venture.  
 
The festival was organised by the Thorpe Club 
from Norwich so on the first available Sunday 
we presented ourselves to the then Secretary 
with a view to joining. What kite do you fly, he 
enquired? A Skynasaur 74 I proudly replied. 
‘Well that’s no ******* good, you will never do 
anything with that’ was his encouraging wel-
come. Seeing our somewhat crestfallen faces, 
dear John Daleman took pity on us and put a 
Phantom in each of our hands, which was 
something of a revelation, but no one would 
pay that much for a kite, would they?  

So, with the derided Skynasaur, a borrowed 
Flexi and a non-flying home made parafoil, we 
became apprentice kitefliers. About this time, 
our long time friends George and Jackie asked 
where we kept disappearing to on Sundays? Af-
ter a hesitant explanation, they asked if they 
could come next time as well, which was the 
start of the Beccles Bunch, although it would be 
many more years before were we known by 
that sobriquet.  
 
With a Skynasaur and a Flexi, pairs flying was 
not entirely successful, so we mortgaged our-
selves and bought two second hand Swallow-
tails. Then we had to buy a set of these strange 
Spectra lines, which cost a kings ransom and 
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then do sleeving and getting them the same 
length. All a bit of a mystery, especially as the 
font of knowledge in the club said they had to 
be 125ft long, but did we know any better?  So 
started the process of learning to actually be in 
control of a kite and bring it back to earth other 
than in a spar snapping crash. Inevitably, once 
those basics of control had been learnt, there 
was not a lot else to do, other than continue 
with the same manoeuvres and so we moved 
on to flying together, which can bring a whole 
load more stress.   
 
We found the Rec at Thorpe a bit limiting, espe-
cially as everyone had to go home for their din-
ners at 12.30 and with the Kiteflier telling of 
unimaginable delights and opportunities at fes-
tivals around the country, our travelling started. 
Where we were lucky in the early days was in 
seeing some of the very best teams in the 
world, when they were at the peak of their 
form. Was there ever a better 4 person routine 
in the pre-tricks era than Airkraft’s Valkyrie? 
Still send a shiver up my spine to watch it. Any-
road, what became immediately obvious was 
none of the teams we saw were flying with 
Swallowtails and Skynasaurs! Yes, by then 
George had added two 96s from Andy King’s 
bargain bin.  
 
This was not going to work, so we had to get 
some decent kites and all have the same. The 
Thorpe Club had a deal going with Tim Benson 
and Martin Thomas to get Phantoms cheap, in 
what has to be admitted was a very garish col-
our scheme, so four of these were obtained. 
Lovely bits of kit, but you could see the colours 
fading by the minute and they were a bit noisy 
as well. (Security at our first Washington festi-
val had ejected Lynn from the flying field as her 
Swallowtail was disturbing the campers!!!). 
 
Bish’s Rare Air Cheetahs were quiet and so we 
added a set of these in order to be less anti so-
cial when we were flying on our own.  Of 
course, psychology comes into any sport and 
there is always that nagging belief (most golfers 
will understand this) that better kites equal bet-
ter flying, leading us to go a bit mad. Check-
mates for strong winds, but one blew out to sea 
leaving three, Spectra Edges like what Tsunami 
used, Spyro-Jet Tandems ala Crazy Diamonds 
would have been nice but cost a fortune, which 
left the best of them all, the Radical. Jeremy 
Boyce sourced a set of these for us and then we 
added the Airkraft vented version for when it 

was blowing a bit. 
 
With a complete wind range on offer, the North 
Shore Radical was (is) a delight. Yes, it is noisy, 
but then to compete, you have to match the 
gear that the other teams have, ha ha.  
 
Time for a slight diversion!  
 
We went down to Hackney Marshes to pick up 
our VIPs, and while we were there Jeremy of-
fered to watch our pairs routine and give us 
some comments. No pressure there then? Part 
of the routine was ground passes in opposition, 
Red Arrows style, which normally passed with-
out difficulty. Under the watchful gaze of the 
Champions we did a fair imitation of the two 
Russian MIG 29s at the le Bourget airshow, 
meeting leading edge to leading edge at full tilt. 
With shards of Glass-Spar raining down, this 
was not our finest moment, but with Nick willing 
to empty the team’s spares tube and our wal-
lets at the same time, we were back in busi-
ness, if somewhat chastened.    
 
So now we had bulging kite bags, lines of every 
weight and length imaginable, sticks, Ron’s 
book and the best teams in the world to nick 
manoeuvres from. First a pair, so ‘Just Good 
Friends’ came into being, but somehow pairs 
did not quite hit the spot, even to this day, 
leading to ‘Fourplay’.  
 
We were rubbish to start with (and to end with, 
but that is a different story) but to non kite fli-
ers it looked quite good, resulting in unlimited 
supplies of tea and coffee and cheap bacon but-
ties from ‘Munchies’ as the crowds ‘loved to see 
the kites flying together’? 
 
As the four in Airkraft unseated the six of Tsu-
nami, so in turn Skydance showed that three 
was a good number. Ergo, we needed a three 
as well and with Jane that meant we could have 
two pairs, a team of three and one of four. Cov-
ered on all counts and suitably ambitious (or 
deluded), we were now set to get STACK in and 
join the competition circuit.  
 
So how come no one has heard of ‘Fourplay’, 
‘Just Good Friends’ or the three (not sure we 
ever got as far as a name)? Oh, sorry, lack of 
space means that you will have to wait until the 
next issue for the conclusion of this happy tale.  
 

Support Your Magazine—Hugh Blowers 
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Here are dimensioned plans (ably 
drawn up from my sketches by 
Robert van Weers) for my latest pilot 
design.   
 
It’s a 6 sq.m 4 cell 8 bridle stackable 
design that is the most reliable, wid-
est wind range single line kite I’ve 
ever developed.  It has a bit more 
pull for its size, but it’s angle of flight 
is very slightly down in comparison 
to more performance orientated pilot 
designs.   
 
Three of them stacked are an excel-
lent replacement for the 22 sq.m 4 
bridle pilots we generally now use for 
banner lifting - and a lot easier to 
launch and fly.   
 
Left/right tuning is set by adjusting 
the relative lengths of the side “B” 
bridles (same as for the original PL 8 

Latest Pilot Kite Design—Peter Lynn 
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bridle series pilots), and “B” centre can be 
lengthened up to 200mm for less pull in very 
strong conditions and for a slight improvement 
at the light end. 
 
I am making this design available for home kite 
makers to copy free of charge - and will help by 
engaging in reasonable email conversations 
about details of construction and tuning via pe-
terlynnhimself.com.   
 
I do ask that businesses not make commercial 
use of this copyrighted design without my ex-
press permission, and hope that fliers will ex-
press their disapproval in tangible ways should 
infringements occur. 
 
Reproduced with permission. from the Decem-
ber 2011 Peter Lynn Newsletter. 
 
There are a number of interesting articles to 
read at www.peterlynnhimself.com. 
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A very occasional news letter from the Ted Berets in loving 

memory of Roman Candle in the hope of easing the pain for 

those of us who loved it and not giving the po-faced the 

satisfaction of believing they have won. 

 

 

Trouble broke out at Solway National 12s (that’s some sort of yacht 

race) recently when at the Saturday night social the traditional 

parachuting teddy competition was won by “Penelope Panda” and Pandas 

are not teddies!!! So it’s not just the kiting fraternity that have 

these problems. 

 

 

Pidley bears 
In the village of Pidley in Huntingdonshire (yes it is a real place) 

teddy bears are not content to parachute from kites but jump 1500 feet 

from an aeroplane in an attempt to land nearest to a pot of honey. 

This year the nearest was only 106 ft away. When one parachute failed 

to open the Brownies sprang in to action complete with miniature 

stretcher and the casualty was checked over by a Pidley paramedic. I 

ask you, would our bears put up with that? They just can’t wait to get 

the kiss of life from Carolyn. Makes you wonder where they got their 

ideas? They managed to raise lots of dosh for Pidley Mountain Rescue 

who will use it to purchase specialist equipment for disabled children 

and adults.  

The real question is why do you have to be rescued off a Pidley 

Mountain? Only polite answers please.

 

 



��� Abducted ��� 

 
As you can see from 

this picture those of 

a soft cuddly 

persuasion have not 

changed their habits 

much over the years. 

These three, Gilbert, 

George and Peter were 

the owners of the hume 

Nick James. This 

picture was taken in 

the early hours after 

a heavy night at Margate. Only a few hours later Peter, a relative new 

comer to the group had been abducted. There has been no trace of him 

since. Who would do something like this? If you know anything or if 

you see him please contact us and we will put you in touch with Hume 

Nick. 

 

And they say we treat our bears badly 
People still ask us, “what have teddy bears got to do with kites?” The 

BOF spent 25 years and 100 issues trying to explain that so there is 

no way I am going there. Now it is my turn to ask, “What have falling 

bears got to do with ice Hockey?” Each year in December across Canada 

they hold what they call a “Teddy Bear Toss” at matches. From my 

understanding when the first goal is scored start throwing teddy bears 

at each other and on to the ice. Not a parachute in sight and ending 

up with the proverbial numb b**. These can’t even be classed as Roman 

Candles as they don’t have a ‘chute to fail. The players then have to 

collect all the bears before continuing their game. The teams later 

distribute them to local charities. At the match between the Hitmen 

and Medicine Hat at Calgary this year 25,303 bears were collected 

failing to beat the 2007 record of 26,919. Since 2003 an amazing 

186,613 soft toys have been collected in this way. For those of you 

who can operate these modern machines go to:- 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fn5QyNuDPio to see this incredible 

spectacle. 

 

How many bears have you got in your collection? A New Orleans resident 

has more than 10,000 that during the festive season he puts on display 

in his 3 story house along with masses of lights. He and his partner 

then sell guided tours to raise money for charity. In one year alone 

they spend $40,000 on the decorations. Must be a banker to have that 

much spare cash to chuck about. 

 

 

 

How many? 
How much? 

John left us in the 
 wrong business! 

I can imagine some of the phrasing the Bof 

would have used in these last two articles 

but I have tried to control my self for 

the sake of the delicate ears of the Po-

faced. 

So that’s it from Electric Arthur and The 

Ted Berets but please keep in touch via 

arthur@tedberets.co.uk or the good old 
snail mail. 



This article was written by Christian
Kolz in the Hamburger Flugblatt in
2008, and is published with
Christian's full permission, it is an
ofter asked question to any kite flyer
that get invites to festivals and makes
intresting reading.

Unfortunately, this must be written.
So… now the 2007 Kite Festival year
is at an end.
Phew - I had promised myself to cut
back on Kite Festivals from previous
years, but fortunately that did not
work out. It was the most exciting and
positively most stressful year for me
with 16 Festivals. I would like to
address ALL here who would say
behind my back, "Why is he the one
who gets all the invitations, and why
does he get everything paid for?"
Sadly, I observe that several people
seem to be of this opinion, and 
probably assume that I am some sort
of elevated category-A human being.
I have to say: that is a poor thing, not
to have the courage to say it to my
face. Yes, on some International
Festivals (few!) one gets a little petrol
money, and sometimes hospitality
included. Why is that, I can hear you
ask. I would say, "No idea!" I can only
say that I have been flying kites
enthusiastically now for 19 years, and
I would not have missed a single day

of it. Here, then, are a few tips so that
maybe YOU also are invited one day:
1. Go to the Kite Festivals. I
have met people there, and simply
started a conversation, regardless of
the spoken language - somehow it
always works out. In the beginning, I
had no idea who was Rainer
Kregovski, Peter Lynn, Scotty and
Martin Lester, for example. Simply go
and chat - the people don't bite! If you
just sit in your chair and "only" talk
with your mates, you will never meet
any new friends.
2. At the Kite Festivals, maybe
you drink one or at the most two
beers during the day. Never slouch
around completely smashed. During
the day, you fly must for yourself and
for the public!
3. At the end of the Kite
Festival, I always go and thank the
organiser, whether I know him or not.
That is a politeness issue. (Thanks
Mom and Dad!)
4. It is not enough to go to a Kite
Festival with "ordinary normal 
commercial kites". Creativity 
is required!
5. Don't only go to local Kite
Festivals within 300 km. Have the
courage to go alone to England or
France, for example, even if you do
not speak the language.
That is the way I did it. Have fun with

your hobby. Simply be yourself, as
you always are. I say to you: I have
always been like this - for 33 years
already! I am a person with a stress-
ful job, and through kites and kite 
flying and kite making I can relax, and
sometimes be a child again. To be
honest, I find it sad that people talk
like that. I believe that there are 
other Kite Fliers who find themselves
in the same situation as myself.
And yes, the organisers come to 
me themselves, and offer 
accommodation and petrol money. I
have not yet asked for any fee for
myself!
And that also needed to be said.

Christian Kolz
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T H E  N E W S  L E T T E R  F O R  T H E  B R I G H T O N  K I T E  F L Y E R S

Bonefish shows his allegiance to several kite
clubs with his t-shirt from one club and his
chair from another.

WHY INVITE   ME
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With the UK kite flying season over
and winter drawing nearer a trip to the
island of Fuerteventura in November
is a must do trip for anyone serious
about their kite flying. Having been to
the island many years ago we wanted
to go back, this time to combine our
visit with their kite festival. We arrived
on Wed afternoon with many other
flyers to be greeted by glorious 
sunshine & a steady light breeze. Our
first evening was spent on the streets
of Corralejo eating, drinking and 
chatting to kiting friends old & new.
Thurs, Day 1 of the festival:
Now in its 24th year, the first day of
the festival is traditionally held at
Concha Beach just outside the small
town of El Cotillo on the west coast of
the island. We arrived mid morning to
find flyers from all over Europe 
gathered on the beach. The wind was
light (5mph) but steady so a few kites
were flown whilst the local children
had a day out from school on the
beach. The huge Atlantic swell was
impressive to watch, but the rocks
protecting the bay meant it was fairly
safe to swim in the warm water whilst
waiting for the wind to pick up.   After
a swim & a spot of lunch the wind
picked up to a steady 12mph and the
sky filled with kites. BKF had kindly
lent us some inflatables so I put up
my white pilot with the clubs Blue
Meanie filling the space below. As
always Meanie raised loads of smiles

with the locals who seemed to make
a steady stream of wanting their pho-
tos taken with him. All too soon it was
time to pack up and head for the
apartment and our swimming pool. 
Friday Day 2:
The festival now moves to its main
location of El Burro Beach on the
sand dunes south of Corralejo We
decided to relax a little in the morning
and got to the beach a little after
10am. Paul & Julie pulled up 
alongside us & I asked where Collin &
the others were? He informed me that
Collin had turned right across a solid
white line in the road & was now
being reprimanded by the local 
constabulary. It soon became clear
that rather than just having a stern
word with a tourist the police wanted
to boost the coffers of the island and
issued Collin with an on the spot fine.
With Collin100 Euros poorer, we all
made for the dunes, our kites kindly
carried for us in the back of the 
festivals official pick up. With the 
festival in full swing we set up camp
and spent the rest of the morning 
flying in the beautiful sand dunes.
Collin found some bushes with his
pilot kite twice and to shouts of
"Pound & Euro" he realised he was
poorer again. Only this time it was
going to a good cause. We were
given our festival t-shirts and badges
so we all knew who each other were. 
Again I chose to take Meanie to the

dunes; a local family looked a little
shocked and very amused when he
appeared right beside their cabana.
Rhiannon & Beanie went for a dip in
the sea, a while later Rhiannon came
back crying and saying that she had
been stung by a stinging nettle. With
no nettles on the beach it quickly
became obvious that she had been
stung by a jelly fish. Rhiannon was
getting very upset by now and the
stings were looking very red and

swollen. Luckily we soon found the
Red Cross and they were really great.
As soon as I said "jelly fish" they
swang into action with saline fluid and
vinegar dressings. With Rhiannon
treated we all got back to the festival
business of flying kites. Unbeknown
to us it is customary to exchange
small gifts at this festival & we felt a
little embarrassed when flyers came
along with all sorts of little gifts and
we were unable to offer anything in
return (we will be ready next year).
Thank you all for your gifts they are all
wonderful memories of a great trip.
The wind dropped away to nothing by
3pm so we did the only thing we could
do. We headed for the safety of our
pool, no jelly fish in there!
Saturday Day 3:
We arose on Saturday to find a warm
but still day. A few of us took a drive to
the beach but very little was flying

FUERTEVENTURA INTERNATIONAL
FESTIVAL COMETAS 2011
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(Dan would have loved it). With
Rhiannon still a little sore from 
yesterday we decided to go for a stroll
into town instead. By the time we had
a spot of lunch and a wander round
the shops we realised we had missed
the days flying. No matter we had the
night flight to look forward to.
The night flight is held on a beach in
the main town centre right next to a
rather nice restaurant. So we sat 
outside and eat our meals. Once we
had eaten we just stood up, put
together 4 LED kites and launched
them. Then we sat back down to eat
our desert. Other kite flyers & public
arrived and we all spent a happy 
couple of hours on the beach chatting
and flying.  
Sunday Day 4:
Back to El Burro Beach and this time
the wind was perfect. My Kewo Foil
went up followed by the BKF's blue
Gecko. Dave & Collin put up their red
Gecko alongside with a one eyed
monster flying above. I went to the
top of the nearest sand dune and the
shadows of the 3 kites were 
spectacular, 2 giant dancing geckos
surrounding a jelly fish. Even
Rhiannon laughed. Another casualty
of the festival was Dick Abbs. He

damaged his sciatic nerve, left the
festival in severe pain and spent the
next two days being poked and 
prodded by the local doctor (ouch).
The wind all day was lovely we flew
everything we could find and then
looked in the bags again until we
found more kites that we had 
forgotten about. Our hosts provided
us with a Tappas lunch with local
meats, cheese and squid along with a
much needed cold beer. A single
Rokkaku match was held with Bob C
from AKF winning. The end of the day
came all too quickly, the group photos

were taken and prizes were handed
out. Bob's prize for winning the rok
fight was 5 kilos of stone mounted
beautifully on 2 kilos of wood. His
smiles at winning faded a little as he
realised that he would be going home
with his trophy but little else in his 
luggage. Then a little surprise, a lucky
dip (or unlucky depending on your
point of view) was held. I won a lolly
and Rhiannon won a hand made wind
mill from the wind garden. Once
again we raced back to the pool for a
cooling dip at the end of the day.
We spent a couple more days on the
island once the festival had officially
finished. We travel around a bit. We
swam in the pool a bit, Went to the
nearest Island (Lobos) & did a bit
more kite flying.
All in all it was a fabulous seven days.
The sun shone, mostly.
The wind blew, mostly.
The food was great, mostly.
The wine was nice, mostly.
The Kite flyers, Islanders & Tourists
were all great, all the time.
Thanks for having us.
Thanks for putting on a great show in
such beautiful locations.
Thanks to BKF for kindly lending us
some kites.
See you all again on Concha Beach,
El Cotillo, Thurs 8th November 2012.

Muchas gracias,
Greenman

FUERTEVENTURA INTERNATIONAL
FESTIVAL COMETAS 2011 Continued
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What follows are my thoughts on
the problems encountered sewing
the materials most of us use to
make our kites, and purely 
personal opinions on a few 
solutions to them. The sewing
system is the combination of
machine, needle and thread - all
of which have to be matched and
optimised for the material to be
sown. The first part of the 
problem is that the sewing
machines that are readily 
available are not designed to
handle the materials we wish to
use: they are meant for sewing
thicker, less slippery material
than ripstop. As such, they only
possess one set of feed dogs
which act on the lower layer of
fabric, relying on friction between
the layers (as set by the presser
foot tension) to move the top
layer. This leads to two effects:
since the feed dogs do not grip
ripstop as well as they do "cloth",
any slippage affects stitch size,
and since friction between layers
is low, and the top layer has 
friction against the presser foot,
keeping the layers aligned
becomes more difficult as the
length of the seam increases.
Although this error can only occur
on a stitch by stitch basis (the
last stitch holds everything in
place), this can accumulate to 
a considerable amount over a
long seam - as I'm sure we've 
all discovered!
Some manufacturers offer "dual
feed" machines (e.g. IDF from
Pfaff) and there are top feed
attachments available. These
reduce the reliance on friction
between layers to move the top
layer, but are sti l l  subject to 
slippage between fabric and feed
dogs. (Has anybody ever seen
rubber coated feed dogs?)
The next best is the "needle feed"
machine, where the fabric is only
moved whilst the needle is
through the fabric. As far as I
know this only available on 
industrial machines, but the ease
with which even I can sew a long

seam with perfect alignment is a
revelation.
The ultimate solution, much
favoured by sailmakers, is the
"walking foot" or compound feed
machine, which effectively has
two feet. One grips the fabric
whilst the needle comes down,
and then moves the fabric while
the needle is still in place. The
second foot then comes down
and grips the fabric while the first
foot and the needle lift and move
ready to make the next stitch.
This means presser foot pressure
can be very high, as the fabric is
never pulled through a closed
presser.
Assuming that we are not lucky
enough to own the latter, there
are several ways to minimise
these effects: on the machine,
carefull setting of the presser foot
tension (it needs to be quite high
for ripstop) and a P.T.F.E foot will
help. Seam tape, hot tacking or
extensive use of pins or clips and
very careful manipulation of the
material so that there is no pull
on the fabric other than that
exerted by the feed dogs will
achieve a good result, but 
that takes considerable skil l
especially when building 
something fairly large which 
has all to be fed through the
machine arm.
Having optimised the way in
which the material is fed through
the machine, we're down to
ensuring each stitch is correctly
formed: assuming the basic 
timing of the machine is correct,
this requires the correct choice of
type and size of both needle and
thread, plus optimum setting of
top and bottom thread tensions.

NEEDLE & THREAD.
Before choosing the size of 
needle, the size of thread must
be decided, and there is a vast
choice, and much conflicting
advice, about what is best for 
ripstop. I don't consider cotton to

be suitable, as is stretches and
shrinks with changes in moisture
level, leading to puckered seams.
Nylon and polyester are both OK,
provided they are "bonded", and I
have used everything from
Gutermann Sew-all (of which the
makers speak highly) to Coats
Dabond (purchased, at huge
expense, from sailmakers), but
now only use industrial bonded
nylon or polyester, which is 
available via ebay in large cops
at often very low prices, or 
in smaller quantit ies at a 
reasonable price from Handtools
in Dorking (see 
handtools-uk.com, or put "40's
sewing thread" into ebay) That
description brings us into the
minefield that is thread sizing:
there are 10 schemes for sizing
thread that I know of - and there
are probably more out there
somewhere!
The number refers to the thread
size in the Tex system, which is
the weight in grammes of 1000
metres of the thread, and 40's
would appear to be somewhat
thick for sewing lightweight 
fabric, and is, in fact, about the
heaviest thread that a normal
domestic sewing machine will
comfortably handle. I first started
using this because of its strength
and availabil ity, and after 
experiencing problems with the
alternatives, ranging from small
expensive spools to "fluffing"
(leading to the bobbin race
becoming jammed with fluff from
the thread and some strands
breaking and balling up behind
the needle) via low strength and
inconsistent bonding.
Ballpoint needles are designed to
part the threads of cloth rather
than sever them, and ripstop is a
continuous film which needs to
be pierced. Stitch holes made by
these needles in ripstop, when
examined under a microscope,
resemble a starburst, with tiny
tears emanating in all directions.
Sharp pointed needles (e.g.
"jeans" or "Denim") leave a much

SEWING RIPSTOP CAN BE FUN
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cleaner hole, which must reduce
the risk of tearing. 
There are two sizing schemes for
needles, imperial (or American)
going from 8 - 19 and metric (or
European) from 60 - 120 for
domestic machines, with much
larger numbers for industrial
machines.  Fortunately, all 
manufacturers seem to put both
numbers on the packets, so we
don't have to worry about that.
Most manufacturers' needle
charts suggest that a size 16 -
100 is suitable for 40's thread,
but the next size up (65 - 110)
seems to give a more consistent
stitch, especially if the machine's
timing is not spot-on, because
the scarf is wider, giving the
thread a bit more space on its
way to the eye and slightly
increasing the size of the loop
that has to be picked up by 
the hook.

THREAD TENSION.
Assuming that the machine is in
good order, and correctly timed,
the perfect stitch is now in sight.
It just remains to set both thread
tensions. Start with the bottom
tension: ignore any advice not to
alter this - it's vital! The normal
starting point is to hold a fully
wound bobbin in its carrier by the
end of the thread and carefully
adjust the tension (the small
screw in the middle of the tension
spring on the carrier) until the
thread will just spool off when
jerked. If you have the type of
machine where the carrier does
not come out, you will have to
guess and move on to the next
bit.
Now install the bobbin and 
carrier, thread the machine with a
different colour (but same weight)
thread and sew a few inches
through two layers of ripstop
(preferably a different colour to

either thread). Examine the result
by pulling the layers apart: if the
top and bottom threads cross in
the middle, that's step one, if not,
adjust the top tension until this
happens (if the crossover occurs
on the top surface, reduce top
tension and vice-versa). Now
look at the stitches - are the
threads tight without puckering
the fabric? If the stitches are
loose, you need to increase the
bottom tension, then repeat the
adjustment of top tension to suit,
and if the fabric is puckered, you
need to reduce bottom tension,
then reset top tension. It usually
takes several iterations to get this
right, but it's worth it.
The other possible variable is
stitch size: since I'm suggesting
heavy thread and a largish 
needle, greater stitch length will
reduce the risk of the "postage
stamp" effect, and something
about 6 per inch seems OK.
Having arrived at the above 
set-up, I thought I'd better try it
all out, so a few years ago I made
the "Ragbag" bol, a 15ft. 
hemisphere parachute from 66
triangular pieces of ripstop 
(leftovers from various projects),
all sewn with single seams and
¼" seam allowance. I only fly this
when there's too much wind for
anyone else to fly, partly because
it's violently unstable and needs
a lot of room, and partly because
I want to see where it will fail.
So far, despite recording a line
pull in excess of 200Kg. on a
number of occasions, there is 
no sign of any thread 
breakage, seam failure or 
fabric deterioration. 
Incidentally, the bridle points on
this bol (30 of them) consist of
short lengths of bridle line sewn
directly to the fabric over about
1½", and even these have 
survived intact.

Alan Reynolds.

,

SEWING RIPSTOP CAN
BE FUN.     CONTINUED 

L E E D S
C A S T L E
2011 saw Brighton Kite Flyers
being invited to Leeds Castle to
fly kites on more than one occa-
sion, ranging from a homes and
garden show, a Balloon and
Bentley show to a firework
extravaganza. On most if not all
the visits the weather was far
from perfect but we did manage
on all off the visits to the castle
to fly some kites and the organ-
isers seemed happy that we had
tried even in difficult and often
wet environment to put on some
sort of display. One high light of
all the visits was to see the
smiles on two of our members
as they flew their revs in and
out of the moat, who else could
that have been Bonefish and
Jamie, Alan Outram also had a

go at flying a kite into the moat
but that kite never did come out
again and all we could do was
stand and watch as it slowly
sank. The fire work display was
also one of the best I had seen
for a long time with the digistal
mapping of the casle allowing
films to be shown against the
building while the fireworks
went off.
With luck they are happy
enough and we shall be invited
back again in 2012 to some
more events as the castle make
a fantastic back drop for flying
all types of kites.  If members
would like to attend any events
we get invited too please
remember to e-mail when
invites go out as a few people
missed out last year.

Simon Hennnessey



Useful Contacts:
Coordinator/Chairperson:
Simon Hennessey

T 01273 582309
E simon@BKF.org.uk

Treasurer:
Paul Hill

T 01273 452365
E paul@BKF.org.uk

Aerodyne:
Simon Hennessey

T 01273 582309
E Aerodyne@BKF.org.uk

Club Library: 
(BKF members only):
Dave Hollingworth

T 01273 421286
E library@BKF.org.uk

Club Kites: 
(BKF members only):
If you wish to  borrow any of the

club kites please just ask any
member of the club committee.

Membership Secretary:
Sandra Fletcher & Andrew Scott

T 07947 011287
E Membership@BKF.org.uk

Merchandise
T-Shirts/Sweatshirts:
Alan & Marian Reynolds 9

E tshirts@BKF.org.uk

Pins/Badges/Pens:
Simon Hennessey

T 01273 582309
E simon@BKF.org.uk
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Thank you
The committee would like to say
thank you to all those who made
this issue of Aerodyne possible
Greenman, Alan Reynolds and
Christian Kolz. We know we keep
going on, but Aerodyne is only
possible with your help with arti-
cals etc. So please do write an
artical as we can not keep the
publication going without them.
So thank you again to those who
help and keep the articles 
coming and those that haven’t if
you want to keep aerodyne going
put into action the good words
said at each years AGM please
put pen to paper for the Spring
issue. Dates for future articals
are detailed below. 

Whilst every care is taken to get the details 
correct in ‘Aerodyne’ the Brighton Kite Flyers
cannot accept responsibility
for any errors or omissions
that may occur. Opinions
expressed are not necessar-
ily those of the Editors or of
the Brighton Kite Flyers.

Please contribute to your
club newsletter - even the

smallest of items is 
welcome. Anything sent 

to the ‘Editor’ will be 
considered for print unless

marked otherwise. 

Contributions should be sent to:

Aerodyne
c/o Simon Hennessey

11 The Sheepfold
Peacehaven

East Sussex. BN10 8EG
aerodyne@BKF.org.uk

Deadlines dates;
January issue - 1 December

April issue - 1 March
July issue - 1 June

October issue - 1 September

F l y - i n
reminders
Our Monthly fly-in is where we try
and get as many of the club 
members to fly together. These
are held on the 1st Sunday at
Saltdean Vale, East Sussex,
.Remember that during the 
summer members may well be
attending kites festivals, but the
fly-ins are still on.

See you there

We have a range of sizes in
all club t-shirts and hooded
tops for sale T-shirts £10

hooded tops £25.00

T H E
C A K E
L A D Y
For the past few years most
issues of Aerodyne have 
included a recipe or two for
cakes. These are supplied by
someone who has earned the
nickname the "Cake Lady" as
one of the high lights of seeing
her on the kite field is the never
ending supply of homemade
cakes. Some of you will already
be aware why this issue has not
got a recipe in but for those that
don't Marian has been through
some major surgery this year and
although being well on the mend
it is a much slower process than
she would have liked. We all wish
her. The best and look forward to
seeing both Marian and Alan on
the kite field next year.

F R O G S
F O R
2 0 1 2
Some of you have booked to
make the frog at the first of two
BKF spring workshops, as 
numbers were so high we have
opted for a second workshop a
few weeks later. With the 
situation with Marian we have left
it to confirm the second date but
e-mails have been sent out to
those who have booked for the
second workshop and hopefully
that date will be convenient.
There have been a couple of
drop outs so if you are interested
please e-mail and we will put
your name on the waiting list.
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 April 2012  

1 Streatham Kite Day, Streatham Common, London www.streathamkiteday.org.uk 

7-15 Berck International Kite Festival, Berck-sur-Mer, 
France 

Gerard Clement 

28-29 Jolly Up 10, Cliddeston, near Basingstoke. Kite Up 

21 - 1 May Artevento International Kite Festival, Cervia Info@artevento.com 

28-1 Black Sea Kite Festival, Romania claudia.iorga@amart.ro 

 May 2012  

6-7 East Yorkshire Kite festival and County Show, Driffield 
Showground, Driffield, near York, East Yorkshire  

annbloomsa1events@btinternet.
com 

6-7 Layer Marney Tower Kite Festival, near Colchester 
CO5 9BB 

www.layermarneytower.co.uk 
01206 330784 

12-13 Lotto Kite International, Ostend, Belgium Mail@didak.com 

12-13 Western Lake District KiteFest 2012, in assoc. with 
NKG, Wilson Park, Haverigg, Cumbria 

kiterdave@btinternet.com 

18-20 Plein Vent, Houlgate, France www.plein-vent.fr 

26-17 Exmouth Rotary Kite Festival, The Imperial Recreation 
Ground, Exmouth, East Devon EX8 1DG 

www.exmouthrotaryclub.co.uk/
kite-festival/ 

 June 2012  

2-5 Margam Park Kite Festival, Port Talbot, Wales SA13 
2TJ 

01639 881635 

2-3 Basingstoke Kite Festival, Down Grange Sports Com-
plex, Basingstoke 

www.basingstokekitefestival.org.
uk/exmail.htm 

9-10 Wirral International Kite Festival, The Dips, Mersey-
side 

www.visitwirral.com 

14-17 Fano International Kite Fliers Meeting, Denmark www.kitefliersmeetingfanoe.de 

24 Kent Kite Festival, Mote Park, Maidstone, Kent syd.bennett@kentkiteflyers.org.
uk 

 July 2012  

7-8 Brighton Kite Festival, Stanmer Park, Brighton simon@BKF.org.uk 

14-15 Barmouth Beach Kite Festival, Opposite the life boat 
station, Barmouth 

Waine Hucker 07855 810636 

14-15 Dunstable Kite Festival, Dunstable Downs. joe@projectzip.co.uk 

21-22 Leominster and Hereford Kite Festival, The National 
Trust, Berringham Hall, Leominster HR6 0DW 

www.kitefestival.org.uk 

28-29 Golden Valley Kite Fliers "Kite Kamp", Newlands Park, 
Bishops Cleeve, Nr Cheltenham. GL52 3PE 

www.gvkf.org.uk 

 August 2012  

4-5 Jolly Up 11, Cliddeston, near Basingstoke Kites Up 

11-12 Teston Kite “Big Weekend”, Maidstone, Kent malcolmf@kentkiteflyers.org.uk 

25-27 Portsmouth International Kite Festival, Southsea 
Common, Portsmouth 

The Kite Society 

 September 2012  

22-23 Mascotte  International Kite Festival, Scheveningen, 
Holland 

designkites@hotmail.com 

8-16 Dieppe International Kite Festival, France infos@dieppe-cerf-volant.org 

TBA Margate International Kite Festival The Kite Society 
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